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FEEDING DAIRY CATTLE 
BY EARL WEAVER AND BURT 0DERKIRK 
LIBERAL FEEDING IS PROFITABLE 
1\Iost farmers realize that good dairy cows will produce more milk when 
properly fed than when fed scant rations. However, many dairy cows in 
Iowa receive rations that will not allow them even to approach a profitable 
level of production. 
There are several reasons why cows are umlerfed. The chief reason is 
that a majority of men, while they know that increased feed will result in 
more milk, arc not yet convinced that this increased yield will justify the 
feeil cost. They believe that a low feed cost is the ultimate aim in profitable 
dairying. Ecouomy anrl thrift in selcding rations are indispcnsahlo for 
profit; extravagance and wasteful expenditures for unnecel\Sary feeds are 
to be avoided; yet sudt false economy as allows a cow little better than a 
starvation ration is deplorable. Successful dairymen had to learn the value 
of good feeding before they were able to succccd. 
AVOID FALLACIES IN FEEDING 
Some men feel that care and judgment in the selection of feeds i'or cows 
is justified only with higher producing herds. These men console thcmseh·cs 
in the personal assurance that, while their own cows do prove les.~ producti\·e, 
this production is le~s costly and consequently the net return!! arc greater. 
Uniloubtedly, some herils receive excessive feed and care to a degree 
that is unprofitable. Some cows have been forced beyond the limits of 
economical production, but such cases are few as compared to the vast num· 
bers that are neglected and stan·cd. 
The greatest agency for improved feeding methods in Iowa is the cow 
testing association. A mPmber of !!Uch an association knows wlmt his cows 
are doing. 1\Iost members benefit by this knowledge ·and conduct their 
feeding and breeding operations accordingly. The cows in these a~socia· 
tions in Iowa have an awrage yearly profluction of 270 pounds of butter· 
fat. Iowa cows, not in such a..~ociations, have only about 150 pounds. Of 
(',curse a part of this increased production of the n.<~.~oeiation t'.OW!! is due 
to their individual superiority. Auociation members make a 11trongPr ef· · 
fort to use better bulls aml thereby impro'l"e the natural ubility of their 
cows. The members also know ancl eliminate unproducth·e cows. All 
cvhlence points toward the fact that improved feeding plays a. conspicuous 
part in tbi!l situalion wherein the nssociation cows produce 120 pounds more 
butterfat per year. 
It is possible tv imJ•rove the feeding of most Iowa cows. There is ample 
proof that such procedure woulll be profitable. Recent studies ~<how that 
ordinarily good cows when fed better will return $2.00 in milk profits for 
each dolJar spent in increased feed. 
The actual farm records of 7,654 cows in Iowa cow testing n.<~Sociations 
have been grouped according to the productivity of tho cows. Table I gives 
some interesting nnd valuable information conceming these cow!!. 
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Cows in the first group did not cat much. Their feed cost was only 
$35.6i n year-less than 10 cents a day. Those of the second group-the 
average Iowa cows-ntc very little 
more. Those of the highest three 
groups ntc twice as much but their 
production was about three times 
as great. Likewise, the Yalue of 
their product showed the snme in· 
crease. But the returns over feed 
cost nrc the vnluablc item~. It is 
these returns thnt must cornpen· 
sato tho owner for tho timo he 
spends upon the cows. These re· 
turns must pay the interest nnd 
taxes, tnke care of depreciation 
and bull service, and meet every 
obligation of the dairy herd, ex· 
ccpt to pay for the feed. With 
the cows of the second group-the 
average Iowa cows-the return is 
$36.57 or 10 cents n day. Such 
operations nrc unprofitnblc even 
tho the feed cost is low. Hnd feed 
Fig. 1. An Iowa cow tester getting ..,m., and milk prices been slightly less 
fact• for the interested dail")'tllcn to use. faYorablc for the dairyman, there 
would have been no returns over 
feed cost. 
The overage Iowa cow testing nssocintion cow comes nbout midway be· 
tween groups 4 nnd 5, or 270 pounds per year. Her feed cost is 40 percent 
gr\'ater than the m·emge Iowa cow; her production is 80 percent greater 
and her returns over feed cost two and one·half times as much. The higher 
three groups of cows, altho they ate only twice as much ns the average 
Iowa •~ow and pi'Oduccd three tim\'s as much milk, returned four to five 
times ns much profit over feed cost. 
ANY COW POORLY FED IS COSTLY-A GOOD COW WELL 
FED IS VALUABLE 
Returns nrc greater with the higher producing cows because they nrc 
mort' efficient in conyerting feed into milk and butterfat. A measure of 
efficiency in this regard is the feed cost of producing a given unit of the 
TABLE I. TilE INFLUENCE OF THE PRODUCTION OF IOWA COWS UPON 
THEIR EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY. 
Butterfat 
yield 
pounds 
7&-125 
126-lili 
176-226 
226-27;; 
276-326 
32&-3i5 
376-425 
426-476 
476-626 
(The figures are for each cow for a year) 
Feed 
roo& 
dollara 
35.67 
38.96 
44.16 
60.99 
69.51 
66.27 
73.00 
79.89 
83.71 
Value of 
product 
dollars 
62.79 
76.63 
99.87 
125.44 
16l!.OO 
179.5~ 
213.17 
240.44 
276.43 
I Feed co•t per Returns above pound or 
feed cost butterfat 
dollars doll;;;--
17.12 0.33 
36.67 .25 
65.11 .22 
74.45 .20 
98.49 .20 
113.27 .19 
140.17 .19 
160.65 .18 
191.72 .17 
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product. The- right hand column in table I re\"eals this situation with rc· 
gard to these cows. The lowest producers required 33 cents worth of feed 
to produce a pound of butterfat. Feed, ho\\"C\"cr, is only one item in costs. 
The total cost must be realizetl in order for any profit to exist. With the 
lowest producers, butterfat would ha\"e had to bring 55 to 60 cents a pound 
to make them profitable. Butterfat did not bring this price during the 
yenr fC[Ircs!mted hy t!tis study. The second group of cows would hal"e 
bPen able to hrPak ewn on total co~ts had butterfat ~old for about 45 cents 
n pound. It brought about that rrict.'. 'fhe typieal Iowa cow testing asso· 
dation cow, that comes midway between groups 4 and 5, required 20 cents 
worth of feed for a pound of butterfat. The total co~t of butterfat from 
this cow was :15 to 40 l'ents a pound. Her owner made a fairly good profit 
from her at the prices that Jrre\·ailed. He made monl'y when pos~ibh· a 
neighbor, whose eows fell in the lower groups, was not pa~·ing l'Xpenttes: 
ARE YOUR COWS KEPT :FOR PROFIT OR PASTIME? 
E\"cry dairyman should deAhe to ho.\·c such cow11, and shoulll feed them 
in n manner tlmt will assure good retum11 for the time he inwttts. A stud~· 
of dairy farms by the Minnesota Agricultural Experiml'nt Station 1-cwaled 
that some dairymen were working with their herds for 7 eeJrts an hour. 
Others were dmwing as high a rate o.s 77 cent!!. "'lu•ther a dairyman is 
going to be content with 7 cents an hour or whether he will demand 77 
cents is n matte1· that r~'lltll pretty lar,;ely upon his own J:WTIIOnal choice. 
Rcf('J'ring again to table I, the man with cows that fall in the low group 
is not drawing more than the 7 cents. Tho110 with the higher producing 
c.ows are making their efforts worth while. If the former indil"idual cares 
to impro\"c tho situation he can take any one of the following three step~. 
First: if his cows are scrubs, he can seeurc a good purebred dairy 11ire and 
by breeding obtain heifers with higher producing ability that will enable 
them to enter a higher group in tnble I. This is a ren;tonably safe pro· 
ccdure, but it takes time. The!'C ('fforts will pro\·c Ul!CIC!I81 howewr, unle~s 
the dairyman is determined to feed these resultant heifers properly. Starwd 
grade dairv cows are no more profitable tlmn staf\"ed scmbs. Second: he 
can butcher two of thel'C cows of the lower group and inw11t the money 
in one good cow that will fit in at a higher production. This 11cheme is 
faster but it entails some chance in buying a cow that i!l not only capable 
of higher production but is aiM free from diseases and is priced reasonably. 
Third: one of cl"ery two cows in the low group may he Mid. The remain· 
ing cow should thl'n be gh·cn all thl' feed formerly fl'd to two. This will 
let her ent('r a higher producing group with her more liberal milk flow, her 
greater pffirieney, and her larger }Jrofits. 'fhi11 scheme gf't!l immediate re· 
suits and entails no element of chanc('. It mul't he not('(} that none of thl'l'C 
schemes contcmplati'S nny inl'rease in the total milk production in Iowa. Xo 
one of them \\"lrultt ha\'e ar.y bearing on prii'('S that might he toeeured for 
dairy products. Their sole intent is to get thl' mml' amount of milk front 
fewer cows. 
As long as men arc l'ont('nt with eows and with fl't'ding methods that 
vielll no profit, there will be little impronment in dairy practices in Iowa. 
instmctions and suggl'l'tion>~ regarding dairy cattle f('('(ling arc useless as 
long as a man's state of mind ]•recludes any pol'sibilit~· of impro\·ement. 
• 'HORSE SENSE'' WITH THE COWS WILL HELP 
It is not difficult to feed a herd of 1lairy cows properly, but it docs re-
quire some intelligence and common t;Cnre. llany ml'n feed their horses 
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well and keep them· in good condition. They know that the horse demands 
good feed in order to do work and they are willing to meet. this require-
ment, yet tho same men neglect 
their cows until they are starved, 
emaciated, unthrifty and unprofit-
able. 
When a good cow is neglected 
sl1e may continue for a certain 
time to produce a creditable quan-
tity of milk, but she docs so at 
tho expense of her own body. If 
scnnt feeding is continued, she 
dries up prematurely an•l then 
constitutes a linbility in the herd. 
Certain underlying principles of 
nutrition must be recognized in 
order thnt cows may be intelligent· 
lY fed. 'Vhcn these essential 
1irinciples nrc appreciated, the 
selection of feeds for greatest 
economy and efficiency becomes 
easily possible. Theso principles 
will rccei\'c first consideration here. 
After they are presented there will 
be suggested some prnctices which 
dairymen may apply. 
Fig. 2. A poor Iowa cow on good Iowa 
land. Her feed cost wu low-so was her 
production and profit. 
THE USE OF FEED 
In animal nutrition many complex body acti\'ities are in\'ol•ed. Some 
of these nrc not yet understood, but sufficient information is a\'ailable to 
allow any dairyman to renlizP. the gcnernl uses to which a cow puts her 
ft'ed. The nctnities of nil animals may be grouped into acti\ities of body 
maintenance and activities in\'Ol\'ed in production. Body maintenance is 
common for all animals. Production may relate to growth, fattening, fetal 
dc\'clopment, milk production, egg production, wool production, or work. 
It is apparent that the dairyman must consider some of these body ncti\'ities. 
MAINTENANCE. An animal at complete rest requires a certain 
amount of feed to maintain its body. This feed provides for . the \ita! 
body processes. A scpply of feed sufficient to meet these requirements is 
of first importnnce, the amount being largely determined by the size of 
the animal. This amo:mt is r•rnctically the snme whether a cow is pro· 
ducing \'el)' little milk or i:o prmlucing ncnr the maximum of her ability. 
Of the feed supplied, n cow u~cs Jirst thn amount necessary for body main-
tenance. The balance is used for production and it wholly determines pro-
duction. It is impernth·c that this a\'ailablc balance be expanded to the 
most economical degree. As it is expanded the proportion of the ration 
used for mnintennnco is reduced. This portion is the unproducth·c '' o\'cr-
head'' in nutrition. The lower it goes the greater arc the possibilities for 
economy. A low producing cow requires about 65 percent of her rntion 
to maintflin her body. 'l'hc other 35 pc~cnt can be utilized for production. 
The hi~h producing cow gets more feed and only about 35 percent of it 
goes for body maintenance. In this case, the other 65 percent is a\'ailable 
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for production. Liberal feeding is· tho method ·of ·reducing "overhead" 
from 65 to 35 percent. Of course this reasoning presupposes that the cow 
receiving the libeml feed allow-
ance is a good dairy cow and one 
that will respond to the additional 
feed by increasing her milk flow. 
GROWTH. Growth exercises a 
pronounced demand upon the m· 
tion. Heifers usually frcRhcn first 
when they nrc two years old. They 
do not attain maturity of growth 
until nearly four years later. Dur-
ing theRC four years they must be 
so fed a.'i to enable them not only 
to maintain their bodies, but to 
grow and at the same time per-
form the other productive func· 
Fl A __, 1 tions of dairy cows. A heifer that g. 3. n excellent cow on a .. ~ owa fre~h s h t . ) too farm. Prosperity follows this kind <>( eow. " en ": en. oo ~oung 1as 
many duties JmpoRCd upon her. 
Growth is often neglected and a stunted cow is the result. 
FATTENING. Fattening is of far greater sigilificancc with beef cattle 
than with uairy cattle. Nevertheless, even with the latter, it is not to be 
ignored. Cows that arc approaching freshening should be fattened to a 
modemte degree. The improved condition at freshening time assures a 
store of body nutrients that will help tide the cow over tho period im-
mediately following freshening. It is also a partial safeguard against a 
mineml deficiency and helps to preRCn·o the vigor and conc.lition of tho 
cow during the ensuing lactation period. Dairy cows frequently become 
cmnciated during the winter or during the hot dry summer Reason. Their 
condition may be built up by libeml feeding. 
FETAL DEVELOPMENT. The amount of food nutrients required for 
the development of a fetus is probably small, but nevertheless, cannot be 
ignored. Contmry to the gencml impression, if a pregnant CO\V be scantily 
fed, the fetus is not in particular danger of under-nourisiJment, but it is 
the cow that suffers. She sncrifice\l her ti\VD body stores that the fetus may 
be properly developed. 
MILK PRODUCTION. The profits on a dairy farm depend upon the 
abundance and economy of milk production. Other activities arc RCCOndary, 
being of ,-aluc only as they contribute to this milk production. The entire 
thought in dairy cattle feeding centers in this objective. The dairy cow 
possesses remarkable capacity for efficiently converting feed into milk. She 
uRCs her feed more efficiently than docs any other animal, yet her produc-
tivity is completely determined by the kind and amount of feeds she re· 
ccivcs. 
Food Nutrients 
A feed is a complex substance made up of various chemical clements. 
The valuable constituents of a feed are called the food nutrients. A food 
nutrient is defined as a substance or group of substances that support or 
aid in the support of animal life. An animal cats feed for only one pur· 
pose, namely: to RCcure tho food nutrients contained therein. The food 
nutrients are clasRCd as proteins, carbobydmtes, fats, minemls or uh, 
water and vitamins. 
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PROTEINS. Of all the food nutrients, protein is the most complex. 
Its distincth·o f('aturc is that it contains nitrogen along with many other 
chemical elements. Proteins have some very important functions to per-
form. They furnish tho essential cellular material for building muscular 
and other body tissue. They nrc consequently necessary :Cor growing animals. 
Proteins are also required by mature animals for the rebuilding of worn 
out ti~sues that nrc being constantly torn down. Pregnant animals demand 
protein for the propN development of the fetus. The curd of milk is large-
ly protein. Prot('in is used for the elaboration of the fat and sugar of 
milk. A beef cow requires only onc·fourth to one-half as much protein as 
a dair:-· cow. A lack of sufficient protein in the rntion8, more than any 
other factor, explains the low milk production of Iowa cows. 
In dairy· cattle feeding, the abundant sources of protein nrc cottonseed 
meal, gluten feed, gluten meal, linseed meal and soybeans. It sl1ould lJe 
notcll that only one of thc,o can be grown on an Iowa farm. Com iR notably 
deficient in protein. Corn when fed to dairy cows must be supplemented 
with a high protein feed, in order to secure creditable production. 
Timoth~· hay, cane, sudan and corn stover nrc almost nRclcss as dairy 
cow feeds due to low protein content. The real virtue in alfalfa hay and 
other ll•gumes is an abundance of this essential food nutrient. 
l'rom the foregoing it is C\•idcnt that the commonly grown Iowa fecds-
non·l~gumc rmt~hugc and corn-Jun-e ~ marked deficiency in protein. There 
are two altemntivc8 to this situation. The first is to buy the high protein 
feeds in sufficient amounts to meet the demands of the cow. If her de-
mtmds nrc not nwt, production will fall. But these feeds are costly. Some· 
times they cost so much and milk prices arc so low that there is little if 
any profit in u~ing them. Thus the dairyman is confronted with a serious 
obstnell'. The 8econd alternative, aml a nearly complete solution to most 
feeding difficulties, lies in homegrown legume hays. Alfalfa ranks first, 
and rl'd clowr, ~oybean lmy, and possibly sweet clover, may substitute for 
the alfnlfa when neces~nry. The usc of legume hays greatly reduces the 
need for an~· other high protein feed. Then, if some soybeans can be grown, 
threshed and fed as cracked soybeans, the purcha.~e of any feed is un· 
ncccs~a~·· 
CARBOHYDRATES. Carbohydrates arc less complex in composition 
than nrl' the proteins aml are more abundant and cheaper in the usual 
fecfls. Cnrbohyclrates arc the main source of the heat and energy needed 
by the nnimnl. If carbohydrates arc fed in amounts greater than nrc rc-
quiretl to meet the energy need of an nnimnl, they will be stored up as 
body fat and if the animal is put to exceedingly hard work, or if the supply 
of feed is rellm·ed, this body fat is used up to supply the necessary cncrg~·. 
Carbohydrates are also involvell in milk secretion in the elaborntion of the 
milk sugnr nud milk fat. Their functions, while important, arc not so in-
sepnrably linkell with the well·being of tltc animal as nrc those of the pro· 
tcins. If b" ~omc chance tho amount of earboln·drates in tho ration is 
!Cduce(l to a\·ery low le\'el, proteins can furnish tlu; ncccss.'\ry energy. This 
ts an extrnvngnnce, hml"c\'er, for the proteins arc too costly to be usl'd 
for thi!l purpose. Under no conditions can carbohydrntes serre the especial 
functions of growth, tissue repair, and milk secretion that arc ascribed to 
tho protein~. 
Sugnr, starch and fiber nro examples of carbohydrates. About 4 ¥.z per· 
cen.t 'Of mi!k ?s _mJgar. Sugar i~ not so abundant, rclntil"ely, in livestock 
ratums as 1t IS m the lmman d1et. The large part of the corn kernel is 
!) 
stureh, which is also true of barley, wheat, oats and rye. These cereal 
grains also carry the other nutrients, but their starch content is notable 
o.nd they o.re called 11 starchy" feeds. 
For reasons that will appear later under the discussion of Feed Laws, 
it is necessary to understand that carbohydrates are sub-divided into two 
groups-nitrogen-free-extract, and fiber. Nitrogen-free-extract is o. term 
used by chemists and feel! manufacturers. It includes the starches o.nd 
sugars. Nitrogen-free-extract is the valuable part of the carbohydrates, 
while fiber is the coarse woody portions of the plant. Naturnlly, the fiber 
content of roughages is ,·cry high, com stalks and oat hulls being good 
examples. Bnm nnd other seed coats contain more fiber than does com. 
Fiber hns I'Omt~ u~e in llairy cow rntions in that it provides the desirable 
bulkiness, but its nutritional value is slight bccau!le it is highly indigestible. 
Generally the more fiber pre!lent in a feed, the lower is its l1l.luc. 
FATS. Fats nrc sometimes rlesignaterl as ether-extract because ehem· 
iRts often usc ether in extracting the fnt from the feed to d('termine its 
amount. Fats consist of the same clll'mi<"nl el('ment11 as the carbohnlrates. 
The functions of the h\o nutrients nrc the same and the~- may 1~ inter· 
changed to n considerable extent. A cow do('s not have to recei\"e fats in 
her ration but <"an rely upon carhohydrates as a sole source of t'nl'rgy. It 
is possible for her to produce the fat in the milk when there iR none in 
the feel! supply. The possibility of using large amount!< of fat in the ration 
with a view to increasing the fat percentage in the milk has recci\·ed much 
attention. This question is discusPed more fully on pagl' 48. Suffice to 
say here, exces~tiYe portions of fat in the ration arc like]~- to effect a tern· 
pornry rise in the fat test of the milk. This ttelteme cannot he t'mployell 
to hold permanently the test of a cow's milk abo\·e the limit a.~ determinc<l 
by her inheritance. 
The fats yielll relatively more energy thnn t1o the carhoh~·drates, heing 
more concentrated. Experiments ha\"e shown that one pound of fat will 
yield two and one-fourth times as much mergy as a pound of carbohydrates. 
Roughagl's contain \"cry little fat. Soybt•:ms, flax, peanut!< antl sun· 
flower flCCds contain fat in enomtous amounts. Cotton!l("('() and co<"oanuts 
are also rieh in this nutrient. \Yhen oil is n>mo\"c<l from these ~<uhstancrs 
in industrial procell5CS the n:>~<ultnnt resi<lue i11 ground and Fol<l in forms 
~<ueh as so\'hean oilmeal and linseed ml'nl. Ewn thi'!!C m<'als contain con· 
siderable fat for it is not all rcmowtl in the proc!'s~. 
Among the farm gmin~t, rom tnkt>S first rank 11.!1 a source of fat. This 
fa<"t togl'thcr with the carbohydrate content of corn explainll itl' e!lpecial 
,-nlue for fattening liwstock. The amount of fat in the ration for cows 
does not merit much consideration. It takt:'S can> of it.<elf. 
MINERALS. The amount of minl'ral matter in a fN•d i11 tll'tl'rmined 
by burning or ashing a sample of it. The residue is terml'd the ash or 
minC'ral mattrr and thel'l' terms are used interchnngeahl~-. Tht• minerals 
eompri~te a wry· !'mall, hut inrli~tpo•m•nhl(', portion of the feed:<. Primarily, 
minl'rnlll con~ttitute tlw ~kl'leton of tlte animal anrl mu~t he amilahle to a 
pregnant cow for fl'tal dc\"elopmrnt. Th('y are niNJ ni'Cel'~tan· for milk 
production and for the proper functioning of the hlood, the ltrart and the 
ncn·ous systl.'m. Some of the Cl'real straw11 contain rclnth·cly large qunn· 
titi('S of minerals. These minerals are chiefly silicon, howewr, and have 
little value in nutrition. The le!,'llme hays are notable sources of calcium, 
the mineral ingredient that dei!Cn·es most consideration. The concl'ntratcs 
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supply phosphorus quite abundantly; this is especially true of wheat bran 
and linseed meal. Com and com products are notably deficient as sources 
of mineral matter. Milk, including skimmilk and buttermilk, contains a 
relative abundance of calcium and phosphorus. This in part explains the 
value of milk for growing animals. 
Some of the considerations involved in the question of using mineral 
supplements for dairy cows are given on page 43. 
WATER. The importance of water in the ration for cows needs no 
comment. All feeds contain some water, but an excessive moisture content 
generally lowers their keeping quabties and feeding value. Dry feeds, 
such as corn, oats, hay and straw probably contain 8 to 10 percent of water. 
Soft corn in early fall may contain as much as 30 percent. Pasture grass, 
silage and roots are largely water, containing from 70 to 95 percent. This 
water lends especial virtue to these substances in providing the succulence 
that makes them valuable. 
VITAMINS. The vitamins nrc not ordinarily classed as food nutri-
ents, yet they aid in the support of animal life and properly belong in the 
category of other nutrients. Vitamins nrc of recent discovery and interest. 
They cannot be measured in the feed as fat can be measured. Their com-
position has not yet been determined and they are designated as unidentified 
substances. It has been quite definitely proved that five vitamins exist. 
Proof of this existence lies entirely in studies with animals wherein n food 
substance suspected of containing none or one or more of the vitamins is 
fed nnd the behavior of the animal then noted.' The vitamins that have 
been studied have been named A, B, C, D, E. Each one of these five vita-
mins hns definite functions which it performs. These functions manifest 
themselves chiefly in the prevention of certain diseases. Vitamin A pre-
vents xerophthalmia, n disease of the eyes; B prevents beri-beri, a nervous 
disorder; C prevents scurvy; D tends to prevent rickets, and E prevents 
sterility. 
'Vhile the vitamins nrc essential in some cases, the dairyman does not 
need to give them much concern. The Minnesota Experiment Station has 
fouml that dairy calves must hnve vitamin A in their rations, but they 
also found it nenrly impossible to ~elect a dniry calf ration that did not 
carry a sufficiency of it. Vitamin B is abundant in yeast, yet the use of 
yenst had no effect upon the growth of calves nor the milk production of 
cows. Dniry animals get all of this vitamin they need from their mtions 
or they build it up themselves. It is most unwise for a dairyman to spend 
any money for yeast. The same experiment station found' that calves had 
no uso at nll for '\itamin C for they do not have scurvy. Vitamin D may 
be needPd by ealf~s or cows under eertnin conditions. However, if these 
animals get sufficient sunlight lli!d nrc ndcquately fed, such needs will be 
rare. Properly )lrQpared co•l Ii'·'tr oil•is employed as the commercial source 
of Titnmin D. This vitamin is .~iscussed further .on page 46 in connection 
with mineral a~sinrilntion. 
Too little is known about vitamin E to permit of nny definite reeommen· 
dation. Some recent studies have been interpreted as proof that sprouted 
oats woultl correct sterility in dairy cattle. The '\-alue of the sprouted oats 
is nttribntetl to their content of vitamin E. Until more definite nnd wide-
sprend proof is available, dairymen need not be concerned about this vitamin. 
Feed La.ws 
Iowa hns laws relating to the sale of commercial feeds, mineml mixtures 
nnd ~tock tonics. The laws do not attempt to dictate what feeds shall be 
offe"'d for sale in Iowa, but they do prescribe that nil commercial feeds 
shall be accurately labeled. The label may be printed on the sack as shown 
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in fig. 4 or it may be on a tag to be attached to the sack as shown in fig. 5. 
The labels must list the ingredients used in tho feed and must state 
the minimum percentages of protein, fat and nitrogen-free-extract, and 
the maximum pem!ntago of fiber. If 
the amount of protein, fat or nitrogen· 
free-extract is found, upon analysis, to 
be below this guaranteed minimum, the 
seller of tho feed is liable to penalty • 
.A1J has been stated, the fiber in a feed 
is not an especially valuable nutrient. 
At any rate a farmer ennnot profitably 
spend money for it since ho has plenty 
of it amilable in coarse farm roughages. 
The lower tho fiber content in a feed, 
the higher is its value. Feed manufac· 
turers often have coarse fibrous materials 
to dispose of. These may be oat hulls, 
cottonseed hulls and other such useless 
byproducts. The temptation is to include 
large amounts of these waste materials 
in the feeds. The laws require that the 
guaranteed maximum percentage of fiber 
be given on the label and if the percent· 
age exceeds this guaranteed maximum 
the seller of the feed is liable. 
It is noted that the feed laws merely 
guarantee to the buyer of feeds that he 
enn have at his disposal information 
about them. The use to which such in· 
formation is put is entirely a matter of 
Fig. 4. An lllu•tra\ion or rompll· choice with him. Two illustrations of t,".,"".;~1';. 1!h~nru;te 1::Ck~ printing the value of this information will be 
given. There is a cottonseed ml'al on the 
market which is guarnnteed to contain 
43 percent protein. It may contain more than this minimum, but must 
not contain less. There is also a 36 percent cotton!'CCd ml'lll available. 
In addition there is a product known as cottonseed feed which contains 
the useless hulls. This feed often has little mere than half as much pro· 
tein as choice cotton5ced ml'al and owing to the hulls its fiber content rna~· 
be twice as high. The excess fiber tends further to lower the value of the 
feed b\· making its protein less digestible. Cotton.••(•ed feed often has a 
value less than half that of choice cottonseed m<'al. It llhouhl cost about 
half as much, yet fnm1crs often buy it when it is within $4.00 or $5.00 
of the price of choice cotton~eed 
meal. The dairyman's protection 
in buying these feeds is in the 
label. 
A considernble number of mixed 
or proprieta~· feeds are on the 
market. Some of them nrc excel· 
lent, others nrc sold largely as n 
means of disposing of useless by· 
products such ns cotton!'Ced hulls, 
oat hulls, screenings, and mill 
sweepings. Fig. 5. A fe<d label prln!A!d on a tag 
attached to the li&Ck. 
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TABLE II. THE TOTAl. NUTRIENTS IN 100 POUNDS OF SOME FEEDS. 
(For use In comparing I'Ome feeds that are offered for sale. Not to be used In balanc-
Ing ratione. The digestible nutrients are 1dv~n In table V. All data except those 
noted otherwise are from Feeds and Feeding, 19th Edition, by Henry and Morrison.) I rNitrogen I Water I Ash Protein Fiber free- Fat pound• pounds pounds pounds extract pounds 
pounds 
Some homegrown feeds I Alfalfa hay 8.6 8.6 U.9 28.3 37.3 2.3 
Allalla stems 5.6 4.9 I 6.3 64.4 27.9 .9 Corn stover 19.0 5.5 5.7 27.7 40.9 1.2 Oat straw 11.6 5.4 3.6 36.3 40.8 2.4 Corn, cracked 10.5 1.5 10.1 2.0 70.!1 5.0 
Corn, ooft 30.6 1.0 7.-1 1.2 56.0 3.8 
Oat•. ground I 9.2 3.5 12.4 10.9 59.6 4.4 Soybeans. cracked 9.9 5.3 36.5 4.3 26.5 17.5 I!lllxture I. page 39 9.9 2.8 14.1 6.2 60.9 6.1 IMixture II. page 39 9.9 3.3 18.1 5.9 54.7 8.2 
IMixture Ill, page 39 I 9.9 3.4 19.7 5.7 52.3 9.0 
Some high protein purchased feeds~ I 44.1 Cottono«d meal, choioc 7.5 6.2 8.1 25.0 9.1 CottonseEd feed 8.3 4.9 24.5 21.4 3-'.6 I 6.3 Gluten feed 8.7 2.1 25.4 7.1 52.9 3.!1 
IJnseed meal (old proeeoo) I 9.1 5.4 33.9 8.4 35.7 7.5 
Wheat bran \ 10.1 6.3 16.0 9.5 53.7 4.4 
Some commercial feeds oold In Iowa 
:Feed A I 
---
...... - I 23.3 11.7 
--
5.2 
2Feed B 
-- ····--
I 14.5 10.1 
-47."o 3.3 Heavy oat feed (Fig. 5) 
-- ····-
I 
9.0 18.0 3.0 
Some low-value byproduct& 
Cottont<c:ed hulls 9.7 2.7 4.6 43.8 37.3 1.9 
Oat hulls 6.8 6.0 4.0 29.2 52.3 1.7 
1Pert'entages calculated from other data In this table. 
:Data from Bulletin No. ~0. low., Department of Agriculture. 
The feed of wl1irh a label is shown in :fig. 5 bas been offered for sale 
to Iowa. dairynll'n at $38.00 a ton. To comply with the state law the in· 
grellients of this "Heayy Oat Feed" arc listed on the label. These are 
"Faney Ground ""hole Oats" and "Reground Oat Feed." A dairy cow 
would hR\'O l1iffieulty in detecting any difforenee between "Fancy" ground 
oats aml those grouml in some othl!r style. The regrinding im·olYed in the 
''Reground Oat Fe('(1'' conceals the identity of tho oat hulls. 
The 11tnte law is further complied with in that the minimum percentages 
of protein, fat, and nitrogen·frce·cxtract, and the maximum percentage of 
:fiber nrc giwn. The enrhohydrnte percentage is unneceSSRry and not re-
quired by the law, it being simply tho total of the nitrogcn·free-extrnet 
and the fiber nml is in accordance with the explanation of these terms as 
gi\·cn on page !l. 
The pereentnge11, as giwn ou a iabel, are often of little meaning to a 
l1airyman unle11s they ean be compared to some feed~ with wbieb the pros· 
peeti\'e buyer i11 familiar. For such comparison, table II and. the last two 
columns of table Y are presented. 
In table It this "lll'a\·y Oat Feed" is included under "Some commercial 
feeds sold in Iowa.'' It has less protein than com, its fiber content is 18 
percent, while the fibl'r in com is only 2 percent, which is a pronounced 
admntage for com. This enormous fiber content will bo understood by 
referring to the fiber conteut of oat bulls-gi\'en as 2!1.2 percent. The use 
of the oat hulls in tho feed is re\'ealed in tho high :fiber content. This :fiber 
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is not only useles~, but in this amount is detrimental, !or it no doubt re· 
duces the digestibility of the other valuable food nutrients. The nitrogen· 
frec·extract is only 47 percent, while that of com is 70.9 percent, and of 
oats 59.6 percent. .An estimate would place this feed at about three·fourths 
the value of co1·u. If com is worth $:10.00 per ton, this would evaluate tho 
''Heavy Oat Feed'' at $22.50. Some Iowa dairymen ha'l'o paid $38.00 a 
ton for it. 
Tho mluo of the feed law is not generally appreciated. Retter use of 
the service it offers would sa'l'o large sums of money each year. The Jaw 
is administered by the Iowa Department of Agriculture, Des lloines, and 
any dairyman who so desires may send feed samples to the Department to 
be properly analyzed for a fee of one dollar per sample. 
The Digestibility of Food Nutrients 
Thus far, the figures gh·en showing tho percentages of the various nutri· 
ents in feeds ha•;e been the figures obtained by chemical analysis. Tho 
animal does not digest all of the nutrients it con11umes. Thus these figures, 
while they indicate quite accurately the '\'tdue of the feed, are not s:J '\"RIU· 
able as arc the figures which re\"eal the amounts of the nutrients that will 
bo digested. The figures from a chemicAl analysis ha\·e to be u!ICd on th.:! 
feed labels. In order to determine digestibilities it is nCCCMary to conduet 
elaborate and cxpenl'i'l'c digestion trials with animals. 'fheso digestion 
trials measure the amounts of nutrients consumed and the amounts voidt'll 
in tho feces. The 1liffcrences between these amounts is con11idcred to bo 
the digestible portion that the animal uses. 
Many factors affect the digestibility of the nutrients. Roughly speak· 
ing, the protein in good commercial feeds will he about 75 to 80 percent 
digestible. If the feed contains excessi'l'e quantities of fiber, the digestibility 
of all the nutrients is likely to oo lowered. When the names of the nutri· 
ents are used without being pn'ceded by HdigC!!tible," the meaning is that 
it is the total nutrients as determined by chemical analysis. When reference 
is made to the portion of the nutrient that is digl'llted, it is so indicated. 
DAIRY CATTLE FEEDS 
ROUGHAGES 
The ability of a dairy cow to utilize coarse farm roughage has been so 
firmly implanted in the thoughts of some men that these men are reluctant 
to admit any other thought. While a cow's real function is to con'l'crt farm 
feeds into a marketable product, she dCl'Cnes some consideration in the 
tuks imposed upon her. She cannot produce milk unles.~ sufficient ingre-
dients for milk are supplied Iter. These ingredients arc not found in timothy 
hay, straw nor com stalks. E¥ery possihle emphasis herein will he direebd 
.to the end that the roughages ~hall recei\"C major consideration in formu· 
lating dairy mtions. A poor selection of roughages makes the most profit· 
aLlc dail')ing impossible; a good selection sol'l'es 90 percent or more of the 
dairy feeding problems. Roughages should be homt>grown. The Iowa 
dairyman 1loes not reeei'l'e a price for his product that justifies the regular 
purchase of hay. Furthermore, there is t~eldom a time when homegrown 
roughages fed to cows and marketed as dairy products will not bring a 
larger return than when sold directly as roughage. 
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Fig. 6. With the manger full of atralla the feeding Is nearly done. 
Dried Legume Roughages 
ALFALFA HAY. Alfalfa is not only the best dry roughage for cows, 
but is moro Ynlunble than any other one feed-roughage or concentrate. 
Its chief Yalue lies in the fact that it supplies protein and calcium in nbun· 
dance. When alfalfa hay is used, the need for high-priced protein feeds 
is largely reduced or entirely remoYed. Likewise, o. libcml usc of alfalfa 
more nearly soh·es the mineral problem with cows than docs any other 
scheme yet deYised. It is wry palatable and has a beneficial lnxntiYe effect 
upon th<: system. The hay of the first cutting in a season is generally 
coarser, more weedy and of a lon·er feeding yalue than that of Inter cut· 
tings, but the difference between the cuttings is not so great as is commonly 
TABLE III. DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS PRODUCED ON AN ACRE 
OF SOME CROPS. 
I 
Dil!"stible 
Estimated Estimated Digestible carboh)-drate 
Crop yield of yield of protein equivalent.• 
crop crop produced produe<>d 
per acre per acre per acre per acre 
pounds pounds pounds 
Alfalra hay 2.5 T. 5,000 530 2,050 
Soybean hay 2.0 T. 4,000 468 1,676 
Red dover hay 1.5 T. 3,000 228 1,302 
Mixed clover and timothy hay 1.5 T. 3,000 120 1,266 
Timothy hay 1.0 T. 2,000 60 910 
Corn-Grain 45 bu. 2,520 159 1,971 
Stover 1.25 T. 2,500 53 1,100 
Fodder 2.5 T. 5,000 150 2.535 
SilaKV 10.0 T. 20.000 220 3.320 
Oat&-Graln 40 bu. 1,280 124 777 
Straw 1.0 T. 2,000 20 692 
• This term explained on page 52. 
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believed. For various reason!l, alfalfa is ·not universally grown in Iowa, 
but as dairymen devote more interest to their cows, the acreages of this 
valuable crop will be greatly increased. 
Table III shows the ad\·antage of alfalfa growing on dairy farnui. An 
important object in the cropping system on a dairy farm is to produce 
those food nutrients that will result in the largest yield of milk in the 
cheapest manner. The value of alfalfa hay when compared to other Iowa 
crops is apparent. An acre of alfalfa supplies more than twice as much 
digestible protein as an acre of corn, and protein is expensive when it has 
to be purchased. Alfalfa supplies nine times as much digestible protein 
per acre as timothy. This show~ the uselessness of timothy hay on duiry 
farms. · 
Alfalfa Meal. Alfalfa meal is med extensively as an ingrellient of 
proprietary feeds. The meal is generally thought of as ground alfalfa hay 
and as such has a feeding value equal to hay. It is defined by the Asso· 
ciation of Feed Control officials of the United States as a product con· 
sisting of the entire hay ground without the admixture of alfalfa straw 
or other foreign materials. It is in no sense a concentrate, even tho it is 
11old in feed bags. When made from good hay, or even browned hay, it 
is as valuable as alfalfa hay. Sometimes hay is used in the manufacture 
of alfalfa meal that has lost a large portion of it.~ leaves, thereby losing 
some of its nutritive value. The lack of le-aves will tend to reduce the pro· 
tein content below H and to mise the fi~r above 30 percent. 
MOW·burne:lllay. In this state it is frequently diflkult to cure alfalfa 
and other hays completely before they arc put into the mow or stack. The 
hay is sometimes put in too wet or too gi"C('n and heating results. This 
heating is due to fermentntion and is accompanied by the liberation of 
steam and a pronounced aroma. 
When this "burned" hay is used it will be found to have a very dark 
brown or black color. It also hM a pronounced aroma. Cattle cat it 
readily M do other cla..·~ses of stock. Some dairymen report that the browned 
hay is not an inferior feed. The fermentative proce5..'lCS, howc\'cr, do de· 
stroy a certain proportion of the nutrients. The black hay hM been even 
further injured and is of less value. 
CLOVER RAY. Both rei! and alsike clover ha\·e a1hantage.s similar 
to alfalfa hay, but neither is quite so palatable, nor abundant in protein 
and minerals. Alsike clover is ellpccially adapted for the feeding of calves. 
Mammoth clo\·er is not recommended for dairy feeding. 
SWEET CLOVER RAY. Properly cured sweet clo\'cr hay of a good 
quality is practically as valuable as alfalfa.. To attain this proper cure 
and good quality is often diffi.cult. Gcnemlly, tho biennial white sweet 
clo\'cr is used and, when thickly seeded in the spring and cut the same fall, 
the quality of hay is usually good. The );elll of this fall cutting is not 
great, nor are the stems so coarse, thug curing is en.•icr. Second year sweet 
clover grows quite rank and often cau!'Cs considerable difficulty in curing. 
Por this !ICCond year crop, the !my should be cut when about 20 inches high 
or, when the very first blossoms appear. A delay of two or three days in 
cutting may make for failure. At the Iowa State Collf.'ge dairy farm, the 
first crop, !'Ccond year sweet clo\'cr, has been cut by the first of June. The 
sod is then plowed and used for silage com with considcmhle success. The 
bi!St scheme for cutting the hay i.s to use a binder and shock the bundles 
for curing. Sweet clover hay, ~use of the cumarin it contnins, may be 
unpabtable to some cows. This criticism is not serious, howe\'er, for nearly 
all cows cat it readily and those that do not soon become accustomed to it. 
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Sweet Clover Poisoning. It hal! loeen found, within tho last few years, 
that sweet clover hay may cause death in cattle. Some Iowa herds have 
been depleted in this way. It is commonly believed that molUy sweet clover 
may cause the trouble. However, some apparently good quality hay has 
proved dangerous, and on the other hand, some -very moldy hay has prov:?d 
safe. The causative agent has not been determined, but the poisoning 
manifests itself by the failure of the blood to clot normally. A slight cut 
may allow tho animal to bleed to death. The animal may bleed internally 
or the blood may appear under the hide. The precautions suggested thus 
far aro to feed tho suspected hay to the animals for a period of about two 
weeks, then change to other roughage for a like period, and cont!nue suc:1 
alternating thruout tho season. This precaution is not a positive guarantee 
of safety, howe-ver, and until more is known about the poisoning and definit:J 
preventive measures devised sweet clover hay must not be looked upon as 
entirely safe. 
SOYBEAN HAY. Of all tho 1mbstitutcs for alfalfa, soybean hay o~­
fers the greatest possibilities in Iowa. Being an annual, it finds its adap· 
tability on rented farms or on farms where alfalfa may ha-ve wintcr·kill~d. 
Many trials re\·eal that soybean hay is nearly as \"aluablc as alfalfa for 
clniry cow feeding. The hay has been used 'at the Iowa State College dairy 
farm with entire success. :Moft dairymen prefer to us!! alfalfa, but some 
insist that soybeans are superior in palatability and -value to any other 
hay. Soybean hay is practically equh·alcnt to alfalfa in its protein and 
mineral content. Tho great drawback witll soybl'ans is the difficulty of 
getting the hay properly cured. Soybeans yield more than 2 tons per a~re, 
which is a large crop to handle and cure at one time. Furthcrmorl', s::oy· 
beans nrc genemlly cut in town in September, when rains may be exces!iv:?, 
and when hay curing weather c:mnot b~ depended up:m. Difficulty in cur· 
ing results in moldy hay and the loss of lea\•cs with the result that the 
stems may not be entirely eaten. Tho best· success at t~IC C:Jllegc Dairy 
Farm has been obtained when the soybeans were drilled in six-inch rows 
just as soon after com planting ns possible. Then when they were cut 
the middle of .August they had not become coarse, altho yields of 3 tons 
per aero ha\·e been secured. The soybeans are cut with a binder and cured 
m shocks. Altho it is often difficult to handle hay in such a manner, th2 
well-cured leafy hay that results offsets these difficulties. 
Dried Non-Legume Roughage 
The dried non·legume roughages are not YR.luab1e in dairy cow rntions 
because of their low content of protein and mincrnls. "'h£n they nrc amH-
nblo on the farm, and ha-ve to be fed, it is best to let the horses or be:!f 
cattle use them up ns largely as possible. When they nrc us~d as the only 
source of dried rougltngc for dairy cows, tho concentrates must contain 25 
to 35 percent of high protein feeds. .A better plan is to feed this roughage 
in conjunction with some legume hay. 
CORN FODDER. Corn fO!l!lcr is tho stalk with the car attached. Of 
all tho dried non-legume roughages, it is the best. This is because a\·erngc 
Iowa com fodder contains from 50 to 60 percent of ear com. Cows cat 
tho leaYCs quite readily, but will refuse the stalks, which comprise 15 to 20 
percent of the fodder. The feeding YR.luc of the stalks is not great. •A 
good plan on dairy farms is to shred the corn fodder. This procedure husks 
the com and yields an exceptionally good bedding at a lower cost than is 
necessary when bedding would ha-ve to be. purchased otherwise. If tho need 
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Fig. 7. An early stalk field that Ia bett.er than the average, yet there I• little value 
here for milk production. After the snow and Ice cover what stalks may be left, 
this is a ve!')' poot· pl&ce :or ::owa. 
for roughage is urgent, this shredded material makes fair feed that can be 
conveniently handled. 
CORN STOVER. Corn sto,·cr is the stalk from which the cars have 
been removed. Like other dried non·lcgume roughages, it is a poor source 
of protein aml minerals. Cows will cat com stover of good quality, but 
it is not palatable. While the feeding mluc of shredded stover is little 
if any ~renter than the unshreddcd material, it is more conveniently handled 
and the cows will cat larger quantities of it without waste. The best usc 
for the stover on dairy farms is for bedding. 
CORN STALK PASTURE. The plan of turning dairy cowl! into stalk 
fields is nearly universal in Iowa. No doubt in early fall, before snow and 
cold weather come, the cows do save considerable com that is left in the 
field. Cows also cat large amounts of the leaves and stalks, but car com 
and com stover can be utilized by other kinds of stock with less hardFhip. 
It is questionable if dependence upon stalk fields is profitable to n. dai ry· 
man, for after a few day!!, tho fiel<l will have been pretty thoroly covered 
and the cold weather will Jm,·c arrived. Dairy cows would then do better 
in the bam or in a protected lot, even with no feed during the day, but 
with an adequate rntion night and morning. 
SWEET CORN STALKS, STOVER AND FODDER. Sweet com stalk 
pasture is no better than corn stalks for (]airy cows. The stalks and leaves 
arc finer and slightly more nutritious, altho there is not so much corn for 
the cows to find. Sweet corn stover is more easily lmndled, more palatable, 
and more ,·aluable than an equal weight of corn ~lover. In cert.'lin scn.sons, 
sweet corn fodder with the cars attached is amilahlc. This feed is heartily 
cndor..ed hy some dairymen. It can he USC(l with very good results when 
511pplcmcntcd with conccntratrs carrying a large proportion of high pro· 
tein feeds. 
TIMOTHY BAY. Timothy hay is widely grown and fed in Iowa. As 
shown in table III, it is too poor a source of protein to be used in dairy 
rntions. It is also very deficient in minerals. It is gcncmlly more palatable 
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than com stover with about tho same feeding value, but has a constipating 
effect. Tho man who wants to feed his cows properly should grow no 
timothy. If it is a\·ailable it will generally bo a. profitable practice to sell 
it and buy alfalfa bay. On the hay market timothy sells for about the 
sa.rno price as alfalfa. 
PRAIRIE HAY. Prairie bay or wild hay is slightly superior to timothy 
as a dairy cow feed. It is, however, quite ,·ariable in quality, palatability 
and feeding value and is not recommended for dairy cattle. 
OANE HAY. Cane is tho common term for sweet sorghums, or sorghos. 
The early varieties such as Amber cane make a fairly good bay, but are 
more \'aluablc for other kinds of stock titan for dairy cattle. l\Iany dairy· 
men in Iowa seeded cane for hay in tho season of 1926 because of the 
imminent hay shortage and some disappointment was experienced in the 
results secured with this feed. Soybeans, or a mixture of soybeans and 
sudan grass, would likely have been a better choice. 
Oane Poisoning. A great many plants ha,·e been found to contain, at 
certain times, prussic acid, which is a deadly poison. Cane and sudan grasa 
are among these plants. Normally there is no danger in pasturing cane 
and sudan grass, but following a frost or a drouth, the poison may appear. 
Second brrowth cane is especially dangerous. In some years considerable 
cane is frosted before being cut. J.Iany dairymen are hesitant about using 
it for hay, altho they are unduly alarmed. Tho prussic acid hugely dis· 
appears during tho curing process so that cane or sudan grass hay are 
seldom dangerous. Ensiling these crops also destroys the poisonous principle. 
SUDAN GRASS HAY. Sudan grass hay is a little more nutritious 
than timothy hay, and, if not too coarse, is just as palatable. Sudan grass 
grows rapidly and yields well, but the hay is not satisfactory for cowA. 
MILLET HAY. Millet should not be grown with a view to its use 
in dairy cattle feeding; Ih value is no greater than that of timothy and 
it is generally less palatable. 
OAT HAY. Sometimes oats are cut for hny when in the milk stage. 
This feed is better than timothy because it has more protein, It is one 
of the best non·legume hays, being quite palatable, but its low feed value 
for dairy cattle makes its use questionable. 
STRAWS. Tho straws of the cereals nrc chiefly valuable ns bedding 
on dairy farms. Cattle, even when well fed, will eat large quantities of 
either oat or wheat straw but all the straws take very low rank among the 
dairy feeds. Rye straw is decidedly uupalntablc and barley straw, bee.'\use 
of the beards, may be actually harmful. 
Mixed Ha.ys 
The mixed hays generally consist of a legume and a non-legume grown 
together. 
CLOVER AND TIMOTHY. The chief mixed hay is red clover and 
timothy. It is valuable in proportion to the amount of clover present. Un-
fortunately, red clover, being a biennial, does not last so long in the field 
as timothy, with tho result that a great deal of the mixed hay has very 
little clover. The tendency of the clover to winter-kill also tends toward 
tho same situation. This mixed hay ranks only fair among the roughages. 
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OATS AND PEAS. In the past, oats and peas were more commonly 
grown for hay than they nrc now. The present price for seed peas dis· 
couragcs their wider use. They arc annual plants and make a very good 
catch crop if other crops fail. The bay is superior to clover and timothy. 
SOYBEANS AND SUDAN GRASS. Soybeans and sudan grass, as a 
hay mixture, have been quite widely used during the past few years. They 
make a ,·cry excellent hay and arc palatable. The yields secured have been 
enormous and the usc of the sudan grass supprrsscs the growth of weeds 
that might occur with soyb~ans alone. Also the presence of the sudan grass 
aids in the curing of the hay. 
Succulent Roughages 
Next to legume hays, the most important consideration in economical 
milk production is that regnrding succulent rougiiRges. Succulent feeds 
nrc more la:'<ativc and healthful than dried materials and arc generally 
more palatable. With succulence in the ration, udder troubles and other 
difficulties are less frequent. Succulence should be provided the dairy herd 
for each day of the year. Careful attention to pasture and silage or soil· 
ing crops and roots whl'n necessary \rill attain this end. 
Pasture 
Pasture possesses aU the cbaractcristics desired in a dairy ration. It 
contains the essential nutrients for milk production and tbese arc in tbc 
proper proportion. Pasture is tbe utmost in palatability, it is bulky, it 
generally pro\'ides \'nriety, and it is succulent. These conditions contribute 
toward abundant milk flow and this satisfactory condition continues as 
long as the pastures remain good. The pasturing senson in the central part 
of Iowa generally lasts from early llay till late OctolX'r, nearly six months. 
Any effort to prolong this season by turning the ~;ows to pasture late in 
?.larch or mrly in April usually avails nothing. The temptation to Jet the 
cowl! onto pasture is great for the feed supply may he nearly cxbausted and 
the use of tho pasture makes for less bam labor. The cows are generally 
restless, somewhat run down, shaggy, and in need of pastun>. But, if they 
go out too early, they find little grass and what tbcy lind is very watery. 
The soil is usually soft and will be badly trampled and the grass destroyed 
if pasture is used too early in the spring. The grass cannot get a start 
an~ it suffers for the rest of the season. 
BLUEGRASS PASTURE. When pastures comprise waste land their 
usc is generally economical. Iowa, howewr, has very little wa.~to areas 
and a large acreage of her pastures are on mluahlc land on which the taxes, 
interest, and the upkeep of fences arc considerable. Under these conditions, 
pastures arc expensive for they often yield feed for only a few weeks of 
the year and during the rest of the time arc unproductive. Two acres of 
blucgrns.'l pasture per cow arc often nec~"llry. Pa..~tures arc nearly india· 
pensablc on dairy farms. E\·ery effort should he directed toward enhancing 
their value by protecting them against owr-use, by regular applications of 
manure, by replenishing the stand of gmss thru re-I!Ceding and by judicious 
cultural methods such as discing and mowing. 
The chief pasture crop in Iowa is bluegrass. It makes excellent feed 
but unfortunately its period of usefulness is usually short. It suffers 
severely in dry weather, such as is likely to occur in July and August. Blue· 
grass pastures can invariably be impro\"ed by seeding a suitable mixture 
of grasses and legumes. 
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SWEET CLOVER PASTURE. Enormous interest has recently been 
centered in the use of SW<'Ct clover pasture, because of its carrying capacity, 
one acre taking care of two or three cows in a better way than would two 
or three acres of bluegmss. The biennial white sweet clover is generally 
used, but a few men prefer the yellow variety for pagture. 
One of the objections advanced against sweet clo\'Cr pasture is that it 
causes bloat. However, men who usc it have generally been able to in· 
augurate preventative methods that have largely removed the dangers. 
Sweet clover pasture has b~m critic:scd by dairymen in that it causes off 
flavors in the milk. Any luxuriant crop will tend to do this, but the flavor 
is not really objectionable, altho it is unusual. Care in slowly getting the 
cows changed to the pastnre will minimize or rcmo,·e the danger of bleat. 
"'hen cows usc sweet clover pasture, the butterfat test may be lowered, a 
frequent experience, explained hy two conditions. First, sweet clover in· 
duces higher milk production aml high milk production is almost always 
accompanied hy a lower fat test. Furthermore, cows produce lower testing 
milk in bot weather, the season during which they are fed swed clover 
pasture. Pormerly, sweet clover "·as severely criticisc£1 for its lack of 
palatability. It appears, howe\'er, that all c!asses of stock cat it with con· 
siderable relish. 
OTHER PASTURE CROPS. Crops other tlum bluegrass or sweet 
clov<'r aro ~omctimcs used for dairy cattle pasture. R~d clover, both 
medium nnd mammoth, nnd alfal::'a furnish yaluable pasture, but nl'.ither 
crop is e~tpecially adapted for such usc. Alfalfa stands nrc easily ruined 
by pasturing. The crop is too \'aluable for bay to take such a risk. Cnne, 
or sorghum, is sometimes used for pasture, gh;ng good satisfaction. Of 
course, there is some danger of pru~sic acid poisoning as explained on page 
18 and care must he exercised. Sudan grass makes n satisfactory pasture 
and no cases of poisoning on sn£1an have ever l>ecn reported in this state. 
Rape is frequently used for pasture but it may cause bloating or tainted 
milk. 
Corn Silage 
Com silage is the winter time pasture on good dniry farms, silage nnd 
grnss being nearly identical in composition antl characteristic-s. Most dairy· 
men consider silage l'~scntial. Some may have fed quito satisfactorily 
without it, but they hnve labored under a handicap. There is no plan, 
which makes for more effecth·e usc of the com crop, than the silo. The 
nutrients in silage do not explain its greatest value. It is palatable anil 
bulky. It supplies the succulrmce for winter feeding and thereby nearly 
duplicates pasture. It helps to keep the cows laxative and in good health. 
Tlwy take their feed hotter and they maintain their production. In trials 
nt various experiment stations where efforts were made to mmsure all the 
b~neficial effects of silage, it was found that an acre of com put into the 
silo and fed to £1airy cows was inmriahly worth more for milk production 
than an acre of corn fed as fodder. When com is fed as silage the entire 
crop is consume£1 without waste. In In£1iana it has bel'n found that the 
use of silage decrcn.•es the cogt of milk production by 10 percent. From 
many sources data ~how that silnge is worth onc·third as much per ton 1\3 
alfalfa hay for dairy cows. · 
The ;>;eld nnd composition of siiP.ge \'llries widely with the season, the 
vnr10ty of com used and the stag-e of cutting. Genernlh· little choice ex-
ists between ~;rowing nn early variety or a later variety ~f com for silage 
purpo110s. It 1s largely a matter of preference. The former yiel£1s less per 
nero but the silage is of n higher feeding mlue so that the total amounts 
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of nuh'icnts from nn nero nrc about tho snmc in both cases. Yields of 
from 8 to 12 tons per nero nrc easily possible. 
Somo dairymen allow their com to hccomo fairly well (lcnted before 
en~iling it. This giYes a greater yiehl than would earlier cutting, but the 
resultant silage is generally less desirable. At this late stage tho com has 
begun to dry, and so neC'ds water at tilling time, but the supplying of water 
is often neglected. The silage goes in too dry, fails to settle well and 
spoiled silage often results. If the com is not quite green at tilling time, 
water must he added. Of coun;e !'.om that is too green doe11 not yiclcl 
enough feed and may result in I'Xccs.~iYe fermentation and rotting. The 
best time for ensiling is when the com is in the late milk or early dent 
stage. 
"rhether or not silage should he tramped is a question upon which there 
is great di~agreement. There i11 a growing com·iction in the minds of 
dairymen that tha expense of hiring men to tramp silage is not nccessnry. 
This is particularly true when the com is at the right stnge or wl1en suf-
ficient water is added. Considerable eYidence indkntes that moldy silage 
is due not so much to improper tramping as to insuffici!'nt water. But with 
every precnution, moldy silage may occur. The U!'C of moltly or frozen 
silage is not so dangerous with dairy cattle n.q with !lome other kinds of 
lh·e8tock. At the Minnesota Stat:on mrious forms of moldy 11ilage were 
fed dairy cows with no nnfaYornhle rc!lnlts; yet it is known that 11uch silage 
may cau~c cows to scour ancl go off (('('d. The deYclopmcnt of moldy silage 
should be prcn•nted M largely as possible. Then at feeding time the molded 
and spoiled portions should be thrown out. 
REMOVING THE EARS BEFORE ENSILING CORN. Manv men arc 
tempted to remove the cars before puttin~ com into the silo. "Thirty or 
thirty-five pounds of com silat:te contain four or fiye pounds of com. If 
this amount of com is taken away from the cow at one time it will have 
to he returned Inter or mu~t he n'placecl with some other fc(J(l equally good. 
It seems that remo\'ing the ears has no ndvantngcs. 
SILAGE FROM FIELD CURED CORN STOVER. Some dairymen 
have only one silo and it rna~· not he large enough to meet the demands 
of the herd for nn entire !<('ason. To theM men i11 prcMntccl the altematiYe 
of constn1cting another silo or n'filling the one during the winter. The 
latter scheme has disndmntnges, but on the whole, it is often dcsiralJic. 
If the com stover bas been well prcscrYed in the 11hock it makes a fair 
quality of silage. The Wisconsin Station found that com JStm·er l!ilagc 
wa..q worth 61 percent M much M com silage for dairy cows. It must be 
realized that the com silage contnincd the cars while the stoYer !!ilage did 
not. The relative mlucs of thi'JOe kind!! of 11ilagc depend upon many factors, 
chief among which are the kind11 and amounts of othcr feeds UMd. 
A ven• e~!'Cntial point in winter refilling is to have an abundance of 
water to' add to the stover. A quantity of water at lcRilt n.OJ grcat a..'! the 
weight of ~to\·cr is required. E\·en a gTCater quantity is dcsirablt>. It is 
doubtful if too much water can rcn.~onahly be added. To handle the water 
without freezing in the winter-filling is difficult, hut it is pol!l!ible to select 
the warmer da.ys nncl w a\·oid especial trouble. 
The same plan of r!'tilling with com fodder may he employed eYcn more 
sntisfactorily than with com sto\·er. 
Many belirve ~hat silage ~<.houl~ not he fed .imrnc~l_iatcly upon filling in 
the fall. There IS no harm m usmg the com 1mmrchatelv upon its enter· 
ing the silo. Of courre it is nnt silage for it hll.!l not undergone the normal 
changes which produce silage, hut it is cntircly safe ami there is no TCnson 
for not using it. 
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OTHER SILAGE CROPS. In addition to corn, other crops are some· 
times used for silage. Sunfiowers have attained considemble favor in some 
sections in this regard. Alfalfa, cane, sudan grass and various mixtures 
have been used. While any of these may be satisfactory, there is little 
reason to use them in Iowa where com is plentiful and unequalled as a 
silage crop. 
Soiling Crops 
Bulletin No. 231 of tho Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station gives in 
detail the results of eight years' experience in feeding soiling crops to a 
dairy herd. Soiling crops are those feeds which are cut green and fed in 
place of or in addition to pasture. While their use is not widely adapted 
to Iowa conditions, at times they may be satisfactorily employed. Most 
dairy herds depend upon bluegrass pastures for their succulence during 
the summer, but as pointed out, the bluegrass usually dries up so that the 
cows suffer. While men nith silos can: use summer silage, on some farms 
the usc of soiling crops will be found desimble. This is true en farms 
where limited areas do not permit of the extensive use of pastures nor of 
silage. It nlso applies to the smaller herds that cannot justify the erection 
of a silo and to those herds on rented farms where no silo is provided. The 
chief advantage of soiling crops over other methods of providing summer 
succulence is in the enormous yields of feed that may be secured from a 
small acreage. Too mueh labor in growing and feeding the soiling crops 
is one of the main disadvantages. Also considemble care and judgment 
are required in selecting crops that will furnish a constant supply of feed. 
When a soiling system is in opemtion, the regular farm crops such as 
alfalfa and com should bo utilized at the proper times. Other crops that 
have given satisfaction are Amber cane, soybeans and oat and field pea 
mixture. 
Other Succulent Crops 
ROOTS. With an abundant production of silage so easily possible 
in Iowa, the growing of roots for dairy cows is not common. Root crop 
production entails much labor and some difficulties, few Iowa farmers are 
familiar with the production methods required, and net many farms are 
equipped \\ith facilities for storing roots. It appears that those dairymen 
who hava no silos may find roots valuable and practical. Roots contain 
less dry matter than silage, but the digestibility of the nutrients of roots 
is greater. Pound for pound the two feeds are about equal; some men, 
especially te3t cow feeders, prefer the roots. Among the root crops, 
mangels give the greatest yield and are the most genemlly grown. Ruta· 
bagas are sometimes used. Sugar beets are higher in feeding value than 
either the mangels or rutabagas. They are more difficult to grow and 
harvest, however, and arc not produced generally for dairy cattle feeding. 
All roots should bo chopped or sliced before feeding. 
BEET TOPS. In the vicinity of sugar factories many tops from sugar 
beets are available. They may be pastured or ensiled. Their value is a 
fourth or thinl Jess than com siJage. Because of their high ash content 
they are quite laxative and it is better to limit the amounts fed. 
BEET PULP. Beet pulp is a byproduct from the sugar factories. In 
the vicinity of the factories it is fed as wet pulp and gives excellent re-
sults. Owing to its high moisture content it cannot bo transported far. 
The dried beet pulp is used quite extensively and is very satisfactory 
either when mixed as an ingredient of the conccntmtcs or when soak~ 
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and fed for its succulence. It is no more nutritious than eom, but owing 
to its l&xative effect, palatability and bulkiness, it is highly esteemed by 
dairymen as one of their concentrates. For feeding test cows, beet llulp 
is especia.lly ·favored. It has tho property of reabsorbing largo quant1ties 
of water. When mixed with three or four times its weight of water it 
makes an excellent succulence. Larger or smaller quantities of water may 
be used, but in tho above amounts the resultant wet beet pulp is closely 
comparable to silage. Many dairymen prefer tho wet beet pulp to silage. 
The price of the beet pulp is Ul!ually too high to permit of its economical 
use. If it can be bought for about $25.00 per ton it usually will be profit· 
able. 
POTATOES. Potatoes arc sometimes used in rations for Jairy cows. 
They have about the same feeding value as silage. If too large amounts 
are fed they will cause a poor flavor in tho milk that will manifest itself 
in· tho butter. Care should be exercised in feeding potatoes as there is 
some danger of choking tho cows. Also any sprouts should be removed to 
avoid tho danger from a poison they carry. · 
PtJMPXINS. Pumpkin.s may be very satisfactorily used in the ration 
for dairy cows. Their feeding value is not high but they are relished by 
tho eows. They are worth only 40 percent as much as eom silage. There 
is a general belief that pumpkin sccds will cause cows to dry up. This 
belief is incorrect. The sccds should not be removed before feeding for 
they have considerable nutritive \1llue and will do no harm. 
CONCENTRATES 
In practical herd f~:eding the eoncentrates must be looked upon as 
supplements to the roughages used. The proper selection of the eon· 
cenlrates requires some skill, but largely depends upon the roughages. 
For greatest economy in dairying, roughages should be entirely home· 
grown. Likewise a man who can grow all, or nearly all, of tho eon· 
centrates needed by his herd has a pronounced advantage. A few dairy· 
men in Iowa haw cows of such merit or hare a sufficiently choice market 
to enable them to buy all of their concentrates with profit. Such cases are 
rare, however. llost Iowa dairymen must grow their com and oats and 
depend upon their cows !1!1 agt•ncies for the efficient marketing of these 
crops. They can even produce enough soybeans to fumish tho protein 
needed in the ration. However, nothing said hero must be construed as 
an argument that tho purchase of some high protein feeda is not profitable 
when these feeds are needed. 
A discussion of concentrates largely resolves itself into a. consideration 
of groups of feeds dependent upon their plant source. 
CORN. Corn should comprise a large proportion of the concentrates 
used in dairy rations in Iowa. because it is cheap, nutritions and palatable. 
It is generally unwise to allow com to exceed one-half of the concentrates. 
It is said to po88CSB a "beating" influence. For this reason, cxeessiw 
amounts often cause udder congcetion. This is likely to oeeur when com 
also comprises a largo shnro of the roughages. A week or 10 days before 
a cow froshens the com should be taken out of her ration. It should also 
be kept away from her after froshening till the udder becomes normal. Com 
is chiefly valuable because of its content of starch (carbohydrates) and fat. 
For fattening purposes·it is nnexeelled, but for milk production and for 
growth in young animals, it must bo supplemented with better sourees of 
protein and ash. 
Cracked Com. The terms, cracked com and corn meat, mean about 
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tho same, tho only difference being that enieked com is not so :finely 
ground as com meal. The coarser product has everything to recommend 
it. So far as can be learned its digestibility is as great or possibly greater 
than the com meal. Tho latter, if too fine, may resolve itself into a pasty 
mass that does not )ield readily to the"digestive processes. Also it is much 
cheaper and faster to merely crack the com than to grind it to a meal. 
A dairyman who bas no grinder and who hauls his com to a mill should 
specify that the com be coarsely cracked, which should cost only one-half 
to ~wo·thirds as much as for fino grinding. 
Shelled Com. Little definite experimental proof is at hand as to tho 
superiority .of cracked com over shelled com for dairy cows. Cracking 
com will not effect £he saving in feed cost that some are inclined to be-
lieve. Nevertheless, good dairymen do not usually feed shelled com. 
Cracking tho com presumnbly increases its utilization by the cows. It 
tends to reduce the amount of com that passes thru tho cow undigested 
and permits a more desirable concentrate mixture. Dairy cows demand 
care in the preparation of their feeds-more than beef cows and fattening 
steers. - · - · · 
It may be estimnted that cracked com is about 10 percent more valuable 
than shelled com. lienee, tho advisability of cracking depends upon the 
cost of cracking and the price of com. Any dairyman with his own mill 
undoubtedly finds it to his advantage to crack tho com. However, as an 
example, if com is worth only 56 cents a bushel or $1.00 a hundred pounds, 
cracking wi11 save only 10 cents. Naturally a man cannot spend tho labor 
necessary in hauling the 'Com to town and back and also 15 cents for 
cracking if it saves- only 10 cents. 
Com-and-Cob Meal. Bulletin No. 105 of tho Iowa. Agricultural Ex· 
periment Station gives results that were secured when com-and-cob meal 
was compared with cracked cont. It was found that tho com·and·cob meal 
was valuable in just th& proport!on of tho com grain it contained. It 
contains about SO percent of com. One hundred pounds of era.cked com 
was equal to 125 pounds of com-and-cob meal. Theso values were secured 
when the other feeds in the mtion were sufficiently bulky in nature. When 
these other feeds lack bulk, tho cob in the com-and-cob meal exercises a 
desirable physical effect that increases tho value of all the feeds. It is 
unusual for Imvn dairy rations to lack in bulk, however. 
The choice between cracked com and eom·and·cob meal depends upon 
tho facilities available for shelling and grinding. Grinding car com is 
often difficult but is gencmlly cheaper than shelling the com and then 
cracking it. When tho roughage of the mtion consists of stover, timothy 
hay or straw, cmcked com is preferred to com-a.nd·eob meal. If roughages 
of higher nutritive value, and containing relatively lcss coarse fibrous 
material arc used, the com-and-cob meal will give satisfaction. 
Ear Com. Bulletin No. 105 of this station reports that it takes 140 
pounds of car com to cqunl 100 pounds of cracked com. Feeding car com 
to dairy cows is the utmost in carelcssness. Any cow that is being used 
for dairy purposes is entitled to more consideration than is evidenced by 
the use of car com • 
. Sot't Com. Soft corn may contain two or three times as much water 
as well dried com. Consequently, it is not so valuable. However, the dry 
matter in tho soft com is as nutritious, pound for pound, as that in well 
dried com. Tho man "·ith plenty of silo capacity is extremely fortunate jn n soft com year. The silo will utilize it to better advantage than will 
any other scl1eme. 
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Soft corn when l!tored is likely to mold. Moldy com while not so danger-
ous with cows as with horses or sheep may causo digestive disturbancos and 
scours. It should be fed with care. Grinding the soft com is difficult. It 
should be ground in very small amounts for tho ground material is more 
likely to heat and mold than is tho car com. 
GLUTEN FEED. Gluten feed, or corn gluten feed, is a byproduct 
obtained in tho manufacture of cornstarch. It consists of gluten meal 
and corn brnn. It is a high protein feed containing 25 percent of protein 
and 60 percent of carbohydrates. This is about three-fourths as much 
protein 115 in lin&ecd m'!al and three-fifths as much 115 in choice cottonseed 
meal. Its carbohydrates arc twice as abundant as those in choice cotton· 
seed meal and about one·half greater than in linseed meal. All of the 
corn byproducts nrc quito dcfieient in their mineral content except when 
the materials called corn·solubles are ndded to them. Gluten feed, while 
not so palatable as linseed meal, is eaten readily by most oows. It docs 
not have the laxath·e effect possessed by linseed meal. Also gluten feed 
at prices which often prevail docs not furnish protein so cheaply per 
pound as docs cottomeed meal. However, it docs not ca\UIC the injurious 
effects sometimes noted with cottolll!Ccd meal. Afnny dairymen usc gluten 
feed with great success. Very often those men who are giving their oows 
a little extra care or arc forcing them for creditable records find gluten 
feed a '·nlunble adjunct to the ration. IV. bulky nature finds especial favor. 
with these men. 
GLUTEN MEAL. But very little gluten meal is nvaiJable on the 
market hecauso it generally has the com bran mixed with it to form gluten 
feed. Gluten mcnl is one of the most abundant sources of protein, con· 
taining about 40 percent. It also carries 50 percent of carbohydrates. lt 
has met some objection by dairymen ~usc it is a rich, heavy feed. The 
addition of the corn brnn to it to form gluten feed removes this criticism. 
CORN BRAN. Corn bran is seldom IWailnble beca\UIC it is mixed with 
the gluten meal to make gluten feed. Com bran contains considerably 
less mineral matter and protein than wheat bran and is not l!O valuable 
as a dairy feed. 
GERM OIL MEAL. Terms usctl synonymously for germ oil meal arc 
com oil cake meal and com germ meal. When the com is used for starch 
manufacture, the germs are separated and yield corn oil. The residue 
left after the removal of the oil from the germs is germ oil m(al. It con· 
tains a considerable ·quantity of fat and exceeds any or the common high 
protein fccd3 in this respect. This fact sometimes causes the feed to be-
como rancid on storage. Its protein content is 22 or 23 pcte4'nt. This ill 
only about two-thirds that of linl!Ccd meal. Tho desirability of purchasing 
it depends upon the r~lativc prices of it and other protein feeds. 
HOMINY FEED. Hominy feed is {.-ssentially a carbonaceous product 
and is \"cry similar to com in composition and feedin~ value. On most 
Iowa farms where corn is available in nbumlanco there is little reason for 
tho purchase of hominy feed. Afcn who feed their l'.OWS especially well to 
make high records nrc very favorable to the \UIC of some hominy feed as 
a substitute for a considerable part of the com. Com in large qnnntity 
does not find favor in the rations used bJ test cow feeders. 
OATS. In recent years oats have been very little more expensive, 
pound for pound, than com. They nrc an excellent dairy feed and should 
be used in dairy rations in about the same amount as com. They contain 
twice as much. mineral matter and more protein than oom and thus tend 
to counteract these two deficiencies of corn. They arc quite variable in 
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their feeding value, depending upon tlleir weight. Tile hu11s of tile oats 
comprise about 30 percent of tlleir weigllt. For best results oats should 
bo ground before feeding, but as in the case of com, if tile cost of grind· 
ing exceeds tho increased value of the oats it is not profitable." Home 
grinding largely solves tllis problem. Men who operate the grinders and 
farmers commonly want to grind the oats to a very fine state; even nearly 
to a flour. This is not necessary nor desirable, for coarsely ground oats 
are generally preferable. Also oats can be coarsely ground two or three 
times as rapidly as when reducerl to a fine state. The grinding charge 
for oats in different mills in Iowa is known to vary from 8 to 20 cents 
per hundred pounds. Dairymen who hire tlleir oats ground should ask 
for coarse grinding and should demand that the cost be lowered accordingly. 
Oat Feed. Oat feed properly is a roughage and must be considered 
as such. It is discussed hero because it is a. purchased feed, a product of 
oats, and is generally thought of in connection with oats. 
In the manufacture of food products from oats, the small light weight 
grains are screened out and sold as a. constituent of oat feed. Oat hulls 
are also obtained in tho processes. Large quantities of them are used 
in the oat feed. Oat hu11s nrc very high in their content of fiber and low 
in protein. These facts are revealed in table II. Their feeding value is 
less thnn oat straw. They are often used in reasonable quantities in some 
of the better mixed feeds. When used in excessive amounts in a. feed, 
their presence will be revealed by the high fiber content. Oat feed often 
contains so little protdn and so much fiber as to make its purchase unwise. 
Unfortunately, some unwary buyers purchase it at from $35.00 a ton up 
to a higher figure. A discussion on page 12 deals with this question. 
WHEAT. Wheat is grown primarily fer human consumption. Only 
tho spoiled or damaged wheat is M'Rilablo for livestock feeding, but its 
feeding value is as great as the good quality grain. It is a carbohydrate 
feed indicated by its high starch content. It has more protein than com 
and is slightly su11erior as a. somee of minerals. The chief difference be· 
tween wheat and com is in the a.meunt of fat contained, wheat having less 
than half ns much. On the whole, wheat and com may be interchanged 
in the ration for cows, their feeding values being about equal. Wheat 
should bl.' fed coarsely ground or rolled where possible. It must be mixed 
with some bulky feed to· prevent tho formation of a doughy, indigestible 
mass. 
WHEAT BRAN. Bran is an excellent feed for dairy cows because it 
is palatable and bulky, has a. d£sirable laxative effect, and is the best 
source of phosphorus. When a. cow's grain ration contains at least one· 
fifth bran, cottonseed meal, gluten meal or linseed meal, her demands for 
phosphorus will have been met. Bran is more nearly comparable to oats 
than to any other common feed. Its protein content varies considerably 
but the bran available in Iowa usually has somewhat above 14 percent 
protein. This is slightly higher than oats but bran must net be looked 
upon as a. source of protein to balance homegrown rations. The addition 
of bran to a. ration will not materially change the nutritive ratio, but it 
will make nearly all rations better. 
The limitation of bran is its cost. It is often more expensive in Iowa 
than oats. If, however, a. dairyman finds it necessary to purchase oats or 
bran, he should watch the market carefully and often may buy bran at 
the proper season for less than $25.00. If oats and bran are the same 
price per ton, bran is preferable. If there is· $4.00 or $5.00 difference and 
if plenty of oats are on hand, bran will not be economical except possibly 
in very small amounts. Some bran should be available on dairy farms to 
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furnish a bran mash to freshening cows or cows that may be slightly off 
feed. It is very desirable for cows a few days beforo they freshen and 
after their allowance of corn has been reduced. It is unexcelled as a warm 
mash for cows immediately following freshening. 
OTHER WHEAT BYPBODUCTS. Shorts, middlings and red dog flour 
arc other byproduct& from the flour mills. Bed dog flour was formerly 
used quite extensively in dairy rations, but it is not generally available 
now and is of little consequence any more. Shorts aro sometimes spoken 
of as standard middlings, and middlings as flour wheat middlings. Neither 
the shorts nor middlings is so desirable as bran in dairy rations. Thoy 
arc decidedly lacking in bulk and thus lack one of the essentials of a good 
dairy mtion. However, many Iowa dairymen have these feeds pn their 
farms for use with hogs. If properly mixed with oats and corn·and-eob 
meal they may be satisfactorily fed in reasonable amounts. 
BARLEY. Barley is not so widely used on Iowa farms as it is in other 
states where corn growing is leBB general. However, some Iowa dairymen 
have it and it is nearly as valuable as com in dairy rations. It should 
be thought of as a substitute for corn and not for oats in dairy rations. 
It is higher than corn in its protein and fiber content but lower in ear· 
bohydrates and especially in fat. For fattening purpot!CB it is inferior to 
corn. It should be realized that barley generally brings a much better 
market price than com. When such situations exist tho barley may be 
sold as a cash crop and com purchased. Barley should be crushed or 
ground before feeding. Rolled barley is especially well liked, but facilities 
for rolling arc rarely available. 
BYE. Rye is less commonly used in Iowa than is barley. It has about 
the same composition as wheat but is not so desirable as a dairy cow feed. 
It is not palatable for dairy cows and in feeding value it takes very low 
rank among the cereals. , 
BUCKWHEAT AND I'l'S BYPBOD11CTS. Buckwheat and its by· 
products are not generally used in feeding. Sometimes buckwheat mid· 
dlings are offered for l!!ale in Iowa. They may contain up to 30 percent 
of protein and only 5 percent of fiber. In limited quantiiy and when 
used with com and oats they will make a satisfactory high protein feed. 
Tho buckwheat hulls are often mixed with the middlings to make buck· 
wheat bran or feed. This material is worth less than wheat bran. 
SOYBEANS. The acreage of soybeans grown in Iowa has increased 
enormously during the past five yearB. By growing soybeans, Iowa farmers 
may secure a vc1y satisfactory high protein feed and thus produce on their 
own farms all feeds needed in dairy rations. The chief commercial use 
of soybeans is for the extraction of their oil. This industry has not been 
especially dcTeloped in this state. Soybeans grown in Iowa contain about 
16 percent of fat, or oil, and 33 percent of protein. The southern grown 
soybeans have more fat and less protein, thus making them more valuable 
commercially but less valuable for feeding. 
ExtensiTC expcri£:ncc indicates that soybeans are ns valuable, pound for 
pound, ns linsccd meal. At the College Dairy Farm they were fed for 100 
days in amounts up to 4 pounil! daily. These amounts were unusually high, 
but the cows ate their feed readily at all times. Of course it is poBBible 
that certain other cows might haTe found the soybeans unpalatable. The 
high oil content of tho beans is said by some to cause undue laxativcness 
and scouring. No such results could be noted with these cows. 
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Some creamE'rymen have discouraged tho usc of the beans, claiming they 
caused n poor flavor and texture in the butter. In the trial reported above, 
experienced butter judges were unable to detect any poor texture or off 
flavor in tho butter either when fresh or after storage for more than 30 
days. It must be realized that the other feeds these cows receive may have 
been &uch ns to counteract any undesirable effect of the soybeans. Dairy· 
men will do well to produce cream that meets the approval of the creamery-
men, but these results indicate that serious consequ('nces in the butter nrc 
unlikely when the soybeans nrc used. This seems especially true when the 
concentrate mixture is to consist of about one-tenth soybeans such ns would 
be advisable when legume hay is used. 
After tho soybeans nrc threshed they may be put directly into the bins. 
They nrc not likely to heat and bcc:omo rancid unless tho moisture in them 
is Yery high. A safer pro!'eduro would be to store them in sacks. They 
should be coarsely cracked before feeding and only such quantities should 
be ·cracked as will be fed in a short time, or the beans may be mixed with 
com and oats before cracking. If too many cracked beans are stored for 
long periods, they will become rancid. 
Cull Soybea.ns. Very often the price of soybean seed is such as to 
make their use for feeding unwise. Before they are used for seed they. 
should be run thru a fanning mill. This separates out the immature, 
shri\·eled and lightweight seeds. It also separates the cracked and broken 
seed. These cull beans have been used at the College Dairy Farm with as 
good results as were secured with tho better beans. 
SOYBEAN OIL MEAL. Tho re.siduc left after the extraction of oil 
from soybeans is soybean oilmeal. This product contains about the same 
amount of protein as does choice cottonseed meal, but somewhat less fiber. 
It is a bdter feed for cows than cottonseed meal and is equal to linseed 
meal. The method used in extracting the oil has some influence upon its 
palatability but with either method cows eat it readily. Experience at the 
College Dairy Farm indicates that it is the most palatable feed used there. 
FLAXSEED. Flaxseed is grown as a cash crop to be used as a source 
of linseed oil. It is generally too expensiye to use in herd mtions. Men 
who feed official test cows often uso flaxseed mml. Flaxseed has found 
faYOr in calf feeding. It should be ground before being used. There have 
been instances where flo..'tseed was poisonous to cattle. The poison is de-
wlopcd thru enzyme action in the feed. It appears that the plan of using 
boiling water to make a gruel and keeping the material hot for two hours 
destroys the enzyme. 
LINSEED MEAL. Linseed meal is also known by other terms such 
as oilmeal or linseed oilmen!. After the oil is extmctcd from tho flaxseed, 
the residue is linseed cake. This is ground to form linseed meal. It is one 
of tho best protein feeds for dairy cattle, palatable, laxative, and whm 
used in proper nmount11, causes a good, sleek, pliable hide so much desired 
in a cow. It is especially \'llluablo for animals that are being 1\tted for 
show or @ale. Also, tho not looked upon as especially adapted for fatten-
ing, it makes an excellent supplement to com for this purpose. 
There are two kinds of linseed meal-old process and new process. TlJesc 
terms aro derived from tho particular process employed in extracting the 
oil. The old procegs is more com111on in the United States. The two kinds 
of linseed meal nrc about equal Ynlue but tho old process is generally pre-
ferred. It has about 34 percent protein and over 7 percent fat. The new 
process has 37 percent protein and less than 3 percent fat. Tho rc8.S:)n, 
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tho old procel!S linseed meal is preferred is that white it contains Jel!S pro· 
tein its protein is more digestible. Also it is more palatable and its lam-
tive effect is more pronounced. Fig. 4, pago 11, gives tho guaranteed 
analysis on a snclc of linseed meal. Linseed meal is one of few feeds in 
which tho protein content cannot be employed as a definite criterion of 
feeding value. This feed po1!8C8BCS advantages not measurable by chemical 
analysis. Unfortunately, however, it often commands prices that are ex· 
orbitant o.nd out of reason. 
COTTONSEED. In sections of tho South cottonseed is sometimes fed 
to cows. The practice is not so common as it formerly was because of tho 
value of the ecttonsced for oil extraction and boeauso cottonsocd meal gives 
better results in feeding. 
COTTONSEED HULLS. In the extraction of oil from cottonseed tho 
hulls arc generally separated first. No substance offered for sale as a feed 
has a lower value than cottoni!Ced hulls. As shown in table II, they con· 
tain nearly 44 peroont fiber and 4.6 peroont protein. Because of tho 
enormous percentage of hulls tho protein is almost entirely indigestible. 
Tho cottonseed hulls are generally used as fillers for other feed& They 
are sometimes mixed with cottonseed meal and marketed as cottonseed feed. 
COTTONSEED l'BED. As indicated in tho discUl!Sion of feed Jaws, 
page 10, cottonseed feed has a value less than half that of choice cotton• 
seed meal. It is often sold at a figure only a few dollars cheaper than 
the cottonseed meat. Tho unwary buyer may easily make eerious mistakes. 
The composition of tho feed will be revealed on the label. In purchasing 
feeds such as this tho label should be studied. Feeds other thau. cotton· 
seed feed will be most desirable in Iowa. 
COTTONSEED :MEAL. Cottonseed meal is classed according to its 
protein content into: ehoice-eontaining more than 41 percent; prime-
containing from 38.6 to 41 peroont, and good.........:ontaining from 36 to 38.6 
peroont. The product containing less than 36 peroont protein is cotton· 
seed feed. Instead of using thCI!C terms the meal is often deaeribed as a 
43 percent cottonsocd meal or with other figures as tho cue may be. It 
should always be bought on a basis of ita protein content. Cottonseed 
meal is one of tho richest sources of protein available. Frequently it con· 
stitutes tho most economical snpply of protein for usc in balancing home-
grown mtions. In spite of its abundance of protein and its lower price 
it is not an entirely safe feed and mun be u!!ed advisedly. It is often not 
palatable; at times it will cause congestion in udders. 
When injudiciously u.."Cd, cottonseed meal may be poisonous to cows. 
This poisoning manifests itself in a failure to eat, a staggering gait or 
even blindness. Death \fill frequently eusue. Pregnant cows may abort. 
Tho exact cause of tho poisoning baa not been determined tho numerous 
attempts in this direction ha\"e been made. Also various antidotes haTS 
been tried with varying sneeess. Within very recent months some elfort 
hu been made to detoxicate the cottonseed meal. Theae efforts haTS not 
proved entirely sncccssfu1. The meal is like1y to d0\"e1op mold in storage. 
This moldy meal is more dangerous than the fresh. . . 
Tho best experience indicates that cottonseed meal n1ay be used in 
amounts up to 2 pounds a day. If more than this amount of protein feed 
is needed by a cow, a mixture of equal parts of cottonseed meal and lin· 
seed meal or soybeans is preferable. The cottonseed meal is lCl!S likely to 
cause trouble if the cows are on paslure. This seems to explain the more 
satisfactory usc of the feed in the South. There the pasture seaaona a~ 
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longer and large quantiLies of tho meal are used. For feeding while on 
pasture it has one advantage in that it tends to produce a firmer milk fat 
that gives tho butter a better texture. Cottonseed meal should not be 
used when there is no succulence in the ration. With a succulent feed 
present its laxative effect will tend to offset the constipating effect of tho 
meal. It should also be avoided when the roughage used is not especially 
palatable nor laxative. It should not be fed to cows that are advanced 
in pregnancy. 
Cottonseed meal is generally avoided in calf rations altho a reecnt ex-
periment at the Michigan station indicates that it may be satisfactorily 
used for this purpose. 
COLD-PRESSED COTTONSEED CAXE. Another product closely 
allied with those just discussed is cottonseed cake. Sometimes when oil 
is extracted from cottonseed, tho bulls are not previously removed. This 
leaves a product containing the original amount of hulls amounting to 
nearly 40 percent. Tho value of this feed is lower than that of the cotton• 
seed meal but l1igher than that of cottonseed feed. 
COCOANUT MEAL. Another name for cocoanut meal is copra meal. 
It is tho residue obtained in the t!xtraction of tho oil from cocoanuts. It 
varies widely in composition and sometimes contains excessive fiber due to 
the presence of too much of the cocoanut shells. Its protein is Jess than 
that of gluten feed averaging 20 to 22 percent. It contains up to 8 percent 
of oil and its chief disadvantage lies in its likelihood of becoming rancid. 
It is a very good feed for dairy cows and has found great favor on the 
Pacific coast where it is more available. It generally sells for little more 
than bran. If cocoanut meal can be properly stored in sacks and can be 
used up during tho winter season it is satisfactory. 
MOLASSES. Molasses for livestock feeding is obtained from cane 
and from beets. Beet molasses is somewhat bitter and diftlculty is en-
countered in trying to get cows to eat it. It also has a purgative action. 
Cane or blackstrap molasses is a very good carbohydrate feed that will 
improve most all rations. However, it must not be thought of as a feed 
to replace com, oats or high protein feeds. It is not suitable for this 
purpose because it contains only 60 to 65 percent of the feeding value of 
com. Its low content of nutrients makes it uneconomical from this stand· 
point. 
The freight charge on cane moli\Sses makes it very costly. Its use in 
largo quantities is not recommended. In feeding it, tho best plan is to 
add a pint of moli\SSes, which is about l ¥.J pounds to 3 or 4 quarts of hot 
water and then mix this with the grain or pour it over the feed in tho 
manger. This scheme wiU often induce eows to clean up coarse roughage 
that would otherwise be wasted. For a cow out of condition, an allowance 
of 1 to 2 pounds of moli\SSes daily will loosen her bowels and put her hair 
and hide in good order more quickly than will any other feed. Many 
feeders who have used moiasses endorse it because it causes the cows to 
d~nk more water which is beneficial. 
.PROPRIBTABY FEEDS. In the United States about 600 companies 
manufacture a great number of proprietary feeds. Fortunately Iowa is 
ao situated as to be able to produce practically all feeds needed by her 
dairy herds and tho purchase of large quantities of these feeds is not nee· 
essary. However, some dairymen must buy feeds. These proprietary feeds 
can ·be used when their price is not out of proportion to their value. Some 
l!:ieellent proprietary feeds arc on the market. Feed A of table II is one 
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of them and ita analysis indicates ita wine. The determining factor in 
the purchase of these feeds is their cost. They are ncecssarily expensive 
because of the charges for advertising and getting them to the farmers. 
Certain other proprietary feeds are manufaetured as a means of dis· 
posing of waste products with very lo\v value. Iowa dairymen cannot 
aft'ord to use snell feeds, 
OPEN FORMULAE FEEDS. ·Some mixed feeds arc manufaeturcd 
under seerct formulae. The feed laws do not require that tho amounts 
of tho different ingredients in tho mixture bo indicated. Of coursc tho 
kinds of ingredients used and the minimum amounts of protein, earbohy· 
drates and fats and tho maximum amount of fiber must bo stated. But 
unscrupulous manufacturers may employ various substances to hold up tho 
protein content of their feed. Some of these substances may be of very 
little or no feeding value. 
Recently there has been a growing popularity for so-called open formula 
feeds. These open formula. feeds are not manufactured under any BCCret 
process. On each bag of such feed is a Jist of all the ingredients and their 
amounts used in the mixture. This is in addition to the guaranteed an· 
alysis as required by law. An argument advnneod for open formula foods 
is that the prospective customer is supplied information as to what he ia 
buyin~. Of course tho authenticity of such information depends upon the 
integnty of the manufacturer, and a claim that a. feed is an open formula 
feed is not an indication of its snperiority over other feeds. 
MOLASSES FEEDS. Sharp distinction must be made between mo· 
llll!llCs sold in barrels and mollll!llCS feeds sold in MCks.. Mollll!llCS feeds are 
often manufactured with a VIew to getting rid of low grade products snell 
as alfalfa straw, oat hulls, and peanut hulls. llixod into the feed are 
other subl!tanees snch as cottonseed meal, screenings, mill refuse, or oven 
leather or feathers, to maintain the protein content. The mollll!llCS makes 
the feed palatable. Most Iowa dairymen grow all the carbohydrates they 
need. They can purehasc protein in other forma more cheaply than in 
molasses feeds. 
STOCK TONICS. A vast number of stock tonics are available on tho 
markets. They arc extensively advertised and are said bf the manufae· 
tnrers to possess enormous virtue in curing ailments of datry cows. They 
are sold ns eures and prevcntath·es for infeetious abortion, garget, reduced 
vitality, retained placenta and hard milkers. They are largely usclcas ex· 
cept for the purgatives they contain which are seldom harmfuL Among 
their ingredients are aromatic substances mch as fenugreek, anise I!Oed or 
ginger. These eausc the comr to eat the tonics readily. Stock tonics should 
not be purchased. If a cow is healthy she needs no medicaments. If she 
is sick abe needs specific treatment by effeetive methods. 
COMMERCIAL MINERAL 'MIXTlJB.ES. Owing to widespread interest 
in the usc of minerals in lh-cstock feeding, many commereial mixtures are 
available. Most of the companies which manufacture these mixtures have 
exploited and exaggerated tho mineral question. These mixtures generally 
po!!lless a wide assortment of components, some of which are valuable, 
others largely uaeless. It is quito definitely proved that in addition to 
common mit, comr have no need for mineral elements other than ea.Jcium 
and phosphorus. Iodine, which ia a frequent constituent of mineral mix· 
tures, may be needed under certain conditions. A dairyman need not ex· 
pend money for a great many of the ingredients contained in these mix· 
tures such as laxatives, charcoal or snlphur. The single ingredients or the 
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simple mixtures arc suggested on page 47 arc almost invariably cheaper 
and aro just as effective. 
Claims aro mado for some of the mixtures that they possess curative 
properties for most of t.ho ailments that affect cows. In tho majority of 
eases such claims arc ineoncct. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD DAIRY RATION 
To obtain satisfactory results in feeding dairy cattle some knowledge 
of tho fundamental needs of tho cows is the first essential. In addition 
to this the dairyman must havo somo familiarity with the different feeds. 
The next consideration relates to the selection of those feeds that will pro· 
vide the most satisfactory mtion. Certain characteristics must be possessed 
by a good dairy mtion. In the discussion that follows no effort will ba 
made to present these chamcteristics in order of their relative importance 
except that economy comes first. -
ECONOMY 
Economy is one characteristic of a dairy mtion that easily ronks first. 
Most men feed and milk cows for the profit in these operations. Feed costs 
represent 50 to 60 percent of the total cost of milk production. Economy 
in tho mtion is essential. It must bo emphasized again, however, that a 
scant inefficient mtion is not an economical one. The first prerequisih of 
an economical mtion is that it bo of such an amount as will enable tho 
cows to produce abundantly. This amount depends upon each particular 
cow·. Furthermore, the mtion must bo so selected that the demands of tho 
cow for the different food nutrients nro adequately met. · 
An abundance of homegrown feeds of the proper sort makes for tho 
greatest economy. Tlto man who grows these feeds on his farm and who 
looks upon his cows as an agency to convert these feeds into a highly 
edible, very valuable food product has tho proper viewpoint toward his 
work. It is sometimes necessary to supplement thcl!o homegrown feeds 
with. purchased feeds that the former may bo used most e11iciently. 
The man who does have to buy feeds must be careful to obtain thos3 
materials particularly needed. Fow Iowa dairymen need to buy carbo-
liydmtcs. Protein feeds arc their chief concern. The need for additional 
protein is less serious if legume hays arc available. 
Tho lligb protein feeds aro the most economical sources of this nutricnL 
To compare these feeds as sources of protein it is necessary to know their 
cost pcr'hundred. Table V, page 54, gives the amount of protein contained 
in 100 pounds of some common feeds. Dividing the cost of one hundred 
pounds by the amount of protein in one hundred pounds will furnish the 
desired information. 
PALATABILrrY 
Tlto more feed a good cow will cat the more steady, abundant and eco-
nomical will bo her milk production. A palatable ration is tho longest 
atep in attaining this end. 
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Cows show some individual wriations in their relish for a particular 
feed, but in geneml a feed that is eaten readily by one. cow will be eaten 
by another. Dairymen must noto these indhidual likes and dislikes and 
must cater to. them within reasonable limits. Fortunately, the feeds that 
are wluablo for Iowa dairy rations arc extremely palatable to most cows. 
These are pasture grass, com silage, alfalfa hay, com and oats. Some 
complaint has been heard that certain cows will not eat alfalfa hay. If 
any dairyman owns such a cow and she cannot bo taught in a very short 
time to eat fair quality alfalfa hay she would better be sold as a nuisanco. 
The same may be eaid for any cow that might•steadily refuse a fair or 
good quality of silage. 
The palatability of feeds wries at dilferent times. lfoldy silage is often 
unpalatable and should· not bo used. in such cases. Hay of ailferent cut· 
tioga may r:iry in palatability and moldy com or oats will be refused.· 
When these situations arise the only solution is to lower tho amounts of-
fere.d and to try to mask their influence by the usc of larger quantities of 
tho more tasty feeds. 
VARIETY 
Sufficient wriety is generally provided when there are two kinds of rough· 
ago. and thrc:l kinds of concentrates in the ration. This wriety is desired 
for two reas!)ns. First, it makes a ration more palatable. 
The dairy cow in Iowa. is kept on a winter ration for six months. The 
good cows when fed will eat enormous quantities of feed. Some cows are 
kept on essentially winter rations the year round. Also they may be so 
fed for several years. A ration tbat lacks wriety may become exceedingly 
monotonous and fail to give best results. · 
Another reason why wriety is desirable is that it makes for greater nutri· 
th·e Vn.lilo in the ration. A ration with wriety is not likely to bo deficient 
in vitamins. Also the mineral supply is more likely to be adequate. This 
is especially true if legume hays, bran and cottonseed meal or linseed meal 
are furnished. Then again, it has been shown that the amount of digestible 
protein in a feed is not the sole measure of its nutritive wlue. Proteins 
from the com plant differ in composition from those of the oat plant. Com 
protein lacks an cssenlial amino acid that is supplied in oats. When dif· 
ferent plants arc used in a ration, the likelihood of such deficiencies is re-
dueerl or entirely removed. 
BULK 
The digestive tract of the cow is large and roomy and especially adapted 
to uso bulky feeds. The contrast between tho hog and tho cow in this 
respect is apparent. It is neeessary that the cow have bulky feeds. Cows 
generally secure considerable quantities of roughages which supply most 
of the necessary bulk. It is essential, however, that the concentrates be not 
too heavy. Oats, bran, dried beet pulp, com·and-eob meal and such feeds 
are wtunble because they lighten the ration. Finely ground com, shorts 
and the high protein feeds must be mixed with more bulky substances. 
Suceessl'ul dairymen like to mix the grain with the silage. This procedure 
lightens tho mi.-tturo and it is thought to increase Ute utilization of the 
concentrates. 
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SUCCULENCE 
That succull!llcO is desirable in a dairy ration has been emphasized pre-
viously. Succulence is secured thm the roughages. In dairy cattle feeding, 
pasture is the pre-eminent succulence. This is not always available, so that 
soiling crops or silage should be utilized as a substitute for pasture. For 
\\inter feeding the choice will generally fall upon silage. Roots and wet 
beet pulp may also be used. 
BALANCE OF NU'TRIEN'l'S 
Not only should the supply of nutrients-protein, carbohydrate, fat, 
mineral matter-in a ration be abundant, but they must be in proper pro· 
portion for best results. The proportions and amounts of the first three 
of these nutrients are especially considered in balancing rations. On page 
52 is given the procedure to employ in the careful balancing of rations for 
dairy cows. Very few men hnvo the time or inclination to indulge in this 
procedure. But they might profitably do so with some of their cows for 
the lessons to be learned and if members of a cow testing association, they 
may well expect their tester to perform some much work for them. After 
all the successful feeder of dairy cows does not have to balance rations in 
tho sense generally implied in tho term. · He learns how to feed by ex-
perience and diligence. A combination of all of these schemes is excellent. 
Proteins aro ess~ntial for certain body activities such as growth, the 
repair of tissues an.J. milk production. No other nutrient can replace pro· 
tein in some of its functions; thus it must be supplied in adequate quantity. 
When proteins arc fed to cxcess they may be used for the production of 
energy and body fat. But they nrc too costly to be used for these purposes, 
carbohydrates and fats being far cheaper and just as effective. A dairy 
cow requirrs relatively more protein than docs any other farm animal. The 
greater her production the greater is her need for protein. 
NU'TB.ITIVE RATIO. Tho ratio between the digestible protein in a 
ration and tho sum of the digestible carbohydrates plus 21,4 times the 
digestible fat is the nutritive ratio. The reason the digestible fat is mul· 
tiplied by 21,4 is explained on page D. 
The nutrith·e ratio that has been found most satisfactory in dairy 
eow rations is one in which there is one part of digestible protein to 6 or 
7 parts of the digestible carbohydrates plus 21,4 times the digestible fat. 
These ratios nrc expressed ns 1:6 or 1:7. A more narrow ratio, such as 
1 :4, will often stimulate n cow to greater produ~tion because of the in· 
creased proportion of protein. However, such a ratio is often uneconomical. 
Also it may lead to breeding troublcs or other disorders in com~ that could 
be avoided with widrr nutritive ratios. Beef cattle rations do not contain 
so much protein as do those for dairy cows. A ration with a nutritive 
ratio as wide as 1 :8, or wider, is generally too wide for dairy com~. It 
generally mcans that too little protein is being fed, thereby lowering pro-
duction. Or n 1:8 ratio may mean sufficient protein and an excess of car-
bohydrates and fat. These carbohydrates and fats arc then used for flesh-
ing-~p tl•c cow. Undue flcshing is generally undesirable in. dairy cow 
fecd•ng. 
DESIRABLE EFFECT UPON THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
Feeds that might have a beneficial effect upon tho cow have been men-
tioned previously. Succulent feeds aro notably bcncllrial. They whet the 
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appetite and are laxative. They improve tho hide and hair and the general 
health and vigor. Other feeds that are valuable in this direction are lin· 
seed meal, bran and mo1888Cs. 
Any feeds that are moldy or spoiled are likely to be somewhat injurious. 
Tho possible danger of sweet clover poisoning has been mentioned. Frosted 
or otherwise stunted cane pasture may be fatal. Pasturing sweet clover, 
alfalfa or rape may cause bloating. This tendency to bloat varies in dif· 
ferent herds and in different localities. When the use of questionable feeds 
is imperative, they must be reduced in amounts or mixed with other feeds 
that will counterart their undesirable inftuence. 
DESIBA.BLE EFFECT UPON THE 1\ULX 
Certain feeds inftucnr.o the ftavor and odor of milk and the texture of 
the butter made from it. Undesirable effects must be avoided. For a few 
days after cows are turned onto luxuriant pastures the milk probably will 
have a changed ftavor from that while on winter rations. Soiling crops 
exert a similar effect. Rape is especially questionable in this regard. Many 
dairymen make this criticism of sweet clover pasture. The changed ftavor 
of the milk can be described ns a '' cowey'' ftavor. It is disagreeable to 
milk patrons and often provokes complaint. The precaution here is to 
change !!lowly to these feeds so that patrons gradually become aeeul!tomed 
to the changed ftavor. Onions, wild garlic and ragweed in a pnsture may 
make it impol!l!ible to uso the m1lk. These weeds have to be controlled by 
discing, reseeding and mowing the pnstures. Rutabagns, turnips and 11ilage 
may ftavor the milk. It is often recommended that these feeds be given 
after the milking is done. Then their effects are generally removed before 
the next milking. 
Soybeans have been eriticii!Cd for the tendency they may have to pro· 
duce a soft salvy butter. Lini!Ced meal and gluten products may have the 
same effect. Cottonseed meal hns the opposite influence. It is seldom that 
any of these undesirable eft"eets are so pronounced ns to make the use of 
the particular fi!Cd unwise. Yet the tendencies must be recognized and 
sufficient precaution used to avoid serious consequences. 
SUMMER FEEDING 
Attention hu been eaJJed at various times to the ease with which abun-
dant and economical milk ftow is sceured during the early summer when 
cows are on good pasture. &.kles of the Minnesota Experiment Station 
hu enumerated the reasons for this situation as follows: 
1. An abundance of feed: 4. A balanced ration. 
2. Palatable feed. 5. Moderato temperatures. 
3. A sueeulent ration. 6. Comfortable surroundings. 
In this section of Iowa the nsual SCILI!On of good pastures is from the 
flnt of May until the 11nt of July. The time varies greatly with the 
climatic conditions. Also· the pnstum~ on certain farms are far superior 
to other because of the cultural and management methods employed. The 
uao of sweet clover pasture is popular because it prolongs this season of 
good puture tbru the hot dry months. 
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When cows are turned to pasture tho grain feeding should be eontinned 
for 10 days or two weeks. Thereafter the use of grain will depend upon 
tho condition of the cow and upon her production. Omitting grain feed· 
ing wh~re advisable has much in its favor. It reduces feed costs and gives 
the cows a much deserved rest. However, under no circumstances must the 
cow be permitted to lose weight so badly as to become emaciated. Her 
condition will largely determine the amount of grain she should hare. 
Jerseys and·Guemseys in good working condition probably will not justify 
the usc of grain if producing 1088 than 20 pounds daily. If they produce 
from l!O to 30 pounds daily they should have 1 pound of grain for 5 pounds 
of milk. Production in excess of 40 pounds necessitates even a higher rate 
of grain feeding. The point for profitable grain feeding for Holsteins is 
about 30 pounds of milk per day. Holsteins milking 30 to 40 pounds should 
have 1 pound of grain for 1 pounds of milk. Those milking from 40 to 50 
pounds should have 1 pound for 6 pounds of milk and tho higher producers 
a corresponding rate of grain. 
Tho other breeds arc about midway between tho Channel Island breeds 
and the Holsteins in their demands for grain. 
It must he remembered that these recommendations apply only for good 
pasture. If the pasture is short and dry, more grain must be used. 
Choosing a satisfactory concentrate mixture is not difficult. The pasture 
itself is a balanced ration for dairy cows. The grain mixture must like-
wise be balanced. Oats alone would supply this balanced concentrate and 
they are satisfactory. Corn alone carries scarcely enough protein. A1so 
corn alone could be criticised for its • • heating'' influence. This influence 
is not pronounced, however, and is partly offset by the pasture. A mix· 
tnro of com and oats is better than either one used alone. For best rei!Ults 
this mixture should be supplemented with a high protein feed. Cottonseed 
meal and gluten products are especially adapted for this purpose. A mix· 
turo consistiug of 5 parts by weight of com, 5 of oats and 1 of the high 
protein concentrate would bo desirable. Modifications of this mixture are 
entirely possible. Barley may replace the corn, and bran may replace a 
part or all of the oats. However, the bran if available may be used in 
the w:nter ration with greater effectiveness. 
Generally during July the hot dry weather comes and continues until 
late .\ugust or early September. To maintain the desirable condition of 
June is difficult. The bluegrass pastures arc of little value, the weather 
is hot and the fties annoying. Sweet clover pasture bas proved helpful at 
this time. Soiling crops, while they entail much labor, are very effective. 
They are especially applicable, even for the entire summer season, when 
tho acreage of the farm is limited. Summer silage is Jikewilltl valuable. 
For summer use n silo of small diameter is desimblo to prevt'nt excessive 
spoiling from one feeding to the next. 
Unless the short pastures are properly supplemented with other forms 
of succulence, grain feeding is necessary for all the cows. In this C8S3 
the feeds to be UIK.>d and their amounts will be about the same as are em· 
played in winter feeding. Tho short dried pa11turo is largely useless. It 
is unfortunate if the usc of these succulent feeds or of grain is not started 
in ample tim~r. · l\lany dairymen fnil to note the drving pastures when the 
hot dry weather comes. Then the cows sutTer. It ·is nearh• impossible to 
build up \hoir condition and production later if they have ·l;ecn neglected 
for even·-a -week. The value of proper care in feeding dairy cows during 
the summer cannot be measured entirely in the milk production at that 
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time. The better care has a beneficial, lasting effect that continues o-rer 
into tho winter following. 
WINTER FEEDING 
The object in \linter feeding is to duplicate the ad\-antages of early 
summer as closely as pol!l!iblc. 
The individual cow in the herd is the unit in profitable production and 
she must be fed and handled as an individual. A very common error is 
to feed all the cows alike irrespective of their varying abilities. This almost 
invariably results in underfeeding the good producers and, what ia just as 
unwise, overfeeding the low producers. The individual cow mWit be 
studied; her demands noted and these demands met. The greatest agency 
yet devised for furnishing information about individuals is the cow test· 
ing association. Its value lies in the fact that it giTe& tho owner of a 
dairy herd this information that is necessary for SUCUI!I!. The man who 
is not a member of an 8860ciation must employ some other plan for the 
facts upon which he may base his practices. 
XEEP RECORDS TO FEED PROFITABLY 
A great deal of discussion and argument centers in the question of tho 
daily weighing of the milk from each cow. Some men insist that the time 
used in weighing the milk is not profitably 11pent. lfost BUCCCBI!ful dairy· 
men are convinced that time spent in thi11 way is jW!t as logical, ncceuary 
and profitable as a record of tranBaetions in any bwlinCSI!. The man who 
weighs the milk of each cow knowa what hia individuals are doing. It is 
impossible to feed economically unll'!!8 he does know this. Intelligent grain 
feeding depends upon a cow's production and her condition. The amount 
of roughage& she should have depends upon her capacity. Certain mles in 
feeding may ba helpful, but no rnle can take the place of good common 
sense. Any feeding mle is BUbject to change when cases demand it. 
Some of these rnles are: 
1. Feed an the legume hay a cow will eat. This amount will depend 
largely upon the individual cow and upon the other feeds she reeeh·es. If 
legume hay· is the only roughngo fed, the cow will cat nearly 2 pounds of 
it dailv for each 100 pounds of lh"Cwcight. If used along with silage she 
will c8t about 1 pound per 100 pounds of liveweight. 
2. Feed an the ailage a cow wU1 eat along with the ha7. This will 
generally amount to about 3 ~ounds of 11ilago for each 100 pounds of live-
weight. · 
s. Feed grain in proportion to milk production and the eondltlon or 
the cow. For co\n in good working order and receiving silage the rule 
is: 
Ayrshires, Brown SwillS, HoJstcins-1 pound of grain for each 2% ·to 
3% pounds of milk. · 
Guernseys, Jerseys-! pound of grain for each 2 to 3 pounds of milk. 
Tho higlter rates of grain feeding that are indieated are for use when 
non-legume haytt are being fed. The lower rates apply when legume hay 
is available. 
The concentrate part of a cow's ration mWit be employed to control her 
weight. If she goes down below tho best working order the concentrates 
mW!t bo increased. If sho gets too fat they mWit be reduced. It is un· 
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necessary to weigh the concentrates out for each cow at each feeding. The 
extm time and labor required in doing this arc not justified. The prac-
tical and sufficiently reliable plan is to know by previous checking on the 
scales the weight of the groin mixture that the feeding pail will hold. 
Painted marks on the inside of the pail, which indicate the height of mix-
ture necessary for 4, 6, 8 or 10 pounds arc helpful. This scheme is shown 
en the first page of this circular. With reasonable care and checking, dairy-
mrn haYe been able to attain remarkable accuracy and speed in this scheme 
for measuring cut the proper portions of concentrate. 
SOME SUITABLE MIXTURES 
It may be realized that tho feeding of dairy cows is not a complicated 
procedure in which only experts can hope to be successful. Most all far· 
mers can feed cows successfully if they do certain things. First and fore-
most is the prerequisite that in his own mind each man shall establish a 
desire to feed properly. Then he must appreciate the necessity of meeting 
the cows demands. Thtse demands haYe been explained. They arc en-
tirely reasonable. The next question involves the actual supplying of such 
feeds as will meet these demands. Specifically, the first step is to furnish 
legume hays in abundance. Next is the provision of com silage. If these 
roughages are provided the choice of concentrates is easily made. If either 
ono of them is lacking the concentrate problem is more serious. If they 
are both lacking, efficient feeding becomes a task. 
TI1o roughages determine the concentrate mixtures that are suitable. 
Considerable flexibility is possible in devising these mixtures and it is 
unnecessary here to suggest more than one mixture for each kind of hay. 
Within quite wide limits modifications may be made to suit the particular 
conditions tbnt prevail. Some of the chief possibilities and precautions 
for such modifications nrc gi\·cn. . 
.A. .A part or nll of the cracked com may be replaced with an equal 
weight of com-and·cob meal or of ground barley with nearly equal l!&t· 
isfactio:li. 
B. .A part or all of the oats may be replaeed with an equal weight of 
bran. 
C. One-third of the com nnd one-third of the oats may be replaced 
with nn equal weight of bran or of ground barley. 
D. The usc of bran will improve the mixture. This is particularly true 
for those mixtures suggested for non·legumo hay. In most eases it will 
make the ration more costly. 
E. A part or ntl of the cracked soybeans may be replaced with some 
other high protein feed. 
F. In no case should cottonseed m£al be used when silage is not avail-
able. 
G. Even with silage in thll ration, enre must be exercised if more than 
two pounds of cottonseed meal are to be fed daily. 
H. With the exception as noted in F the l!&mo mixture will be used 
with silage or without silage. In the absence of silage, from 10 to 20 
pereent more concentrates should be fed. 
The concentrate mixtures suggested here are to be fed in amounts as 
just explained. For an illustration of tho lower cost of feeding when 
legume hay is used, the costs of the concentrate mixtures are giwn. These 
costs were established on a basis of tho appro:ximato current Iowa farm 
prices. The prices used were: cracked com $1.00 per hundred pounds or 
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56 cents per bushel; ground oats $1.25 per hundred or 40 cents per bushel 
and cracked soybeans $2.50 per hundred or $150 per bushel. The totaf 
nutrients in these mixtures as would appEar on a feed tag if they were 
offered for sale am given in table II. The digestible nutrients as required 
in balancing rations arc given in table \1• 
FOB LEG'UME HAY AND SILAGE 
Mixture I 
Cracked corn ···-··-···········-- 400 pounds 
Ground oats -·-···--···-·-- 400 pounds 
Cracked soybeans ·····--·-··· 100 pounds 
Cost of mixture, $25.56 per ton. 
A possible modification of this mixture is to omit the high protein feed 
entirely and use equal parts of corn and oats. A com and oats mixture 
is satisfactory for a daily milk production of less than 25 pounds when 
legume hay is fed. Then those cows producing more than this should re-
ceive in addition ¥, pound of high protein feed for each 5 pounds of milk 
abovo 25 pounds. 
l'OB MIXED HAY (OLOVEB AND TIMOTHY) AND SILAGE 
Mixture II 
Cracked corn ······---··-·- 400 pounds 
Ground oats ···-·····-·---- 400 pounW. 
Cracked soybeans ····---··- 300 pounds 
Cost of mixture, $.10.00 per ton. 
This proportion of high protein feed is three times as great as that 
needed for the legume hay. Naturally the eost is greater. This is for 
mixed bay containing about one·third red clover and two-thirds timothy. 
If the hay consists of two-thirds or more of clover, the proportion of high 
protein feed in the concentrate mixture may be I!Omcwhat reduced, even 
to 200 pounds, with a conBCqucnt saving in cost. If an efl'ort is made to 
cheapen the ration further by using less of the high protein feed, the ration 
will beeomc unbalanced bccaul!C of 11 deficiency of protein. 
l'OB NON-LEGlTME RAY AND SILAGE 
Mixture III 
Cracked com ·-·-·-·-· 400 pounds 
Ground oats ---··--- 400 pounds 
Cracked soybeans ---- 400 pounds 
Cost of miXture, $31.66 per ton. 
This proportion of high protein feed is four times as great as that Bug· 
gested for the mixture with legnme hay. The cost is over $6.00 or nearly 
25 percent greater. Tbe temptation is to reduce the proportion of the 
expensi\"e high protein feed. If this is done the ration fails to meet the 
demands of the cow and production dcci"CBB!CS. The only Mtisfactory BOIU· 
tion to the problem is to use ll'gume hay and thus remove the need for so 
much of the high protein feed. 
This •me mixture is for use also when com fodder or com l!tover or 
straw is being fed instead of or along with the non·lcgume laay. 
DRY COWS 
Every good dairy cow deserves a rest between lactations. Good cows 
should haTe a dry period of from 6 to 8 weeks previous to freshening. This 
dry period permits the cow to restore herself to good condition and to build 
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up her reservo of body nutrients in preparation for tho next freshening 
and milking period. From all tho evidence at hand one of the most ef-
fective ways of meeting tho problem of mineral nutrition in dairy cows 
is to give them this rest. Tho only period during which a eow seems able 
to recoup tho mineral losses from her body that haTe occurred during pre-
vious heavy milking is while she is dry. It is also the only time when her 
mineral reserve can be built up to moot tho demands of the oni!Uing lacta-
tion. It is a quite frequent experience on dairy farms that good threc-
ycar·old heifers actually milk less than they did as two·year·olds. A very 
apparent explanation of this situation is that when the heifers freshened 
with first calf, as two·year-olds, they were in good condition. Then they 
milked pcmstently, tho following dry penod was short, they freshened 
with second calf in poor condition a~d the milk flow suffered. 
For from 3 to 8 \Veeks after cah-ing all good cows lose weight. This 
is because their milk flow is exceptionally high at this time. Also for the 
first 3 or 4 weeks, they are not on fu11 feed and are not receiving enough 
to supply tho nutrients for the milk. If they are poor at freshening they 
become unthrifty and emaciated. They seldom can be built up until more 
than 6 months have elapsed and the milk flow has decreased. 
. Two common reasons explain why cows are not given a long enough dry 
period. The first is that the cow may be milking quite heavily at the time 
she should be dried off. Deying the cow at this time appears to some 
dairymen as a waste of milk and income. However, it is proved that tho 
sacrifice of milk nt this time will eventually mean a saving. The cow 
milks far better tho next year. Another reason cows are not dried off soon 
enough is that they may cause difficulty in so doing. It must be remrm-
bered that such cows are the ones that need a rest the most. The statement 
that some certain cow has had four or five calves and has never been dry 
a day is commendation for the cow, but is little justification for a beast 
by the owner. 
TO STOP MUJtTNG, STOP FEEDING 
About 8 or 10 weeks before a good cow is due to freshen, the drying·o« 
should be started. Cows milking 30 pounds or more a day can be dried 
otr in two weeks if properly handled. The grain and even the silage should 
be withheld. It is well even to stop feeding legume bay and use timothy 
or straw. This procedure stnrros the cow. She will do considerable fret-
ting,· but the dairyman must not yield. She should be milked irregularly. 
At first one milking should be skipped. When the decrease in milk becomes 
evident, more milkings should be skipped. After she gets down to 10 or 
12 pounds, milking may be stopped entirely. The ndder mnst be watched 
at this time, however, for spoiled quarters may develop. More udders are 
mined in drying cows up than at any other time. Injury to an udder at 
this time is inexcusable. .After the last milking the udder may fill too much 
in two or three days and· should bo relieved, but unless it appears too full 
or feels hard, the milk will be reabsorbed. A precaution in this connection 
is to be careful, but not unduly alarmed. Also the udder should not be 
handled any more than necessary bccnuse l1andling it, especially at a regu-
lar feeding and milking time, induces further sccretion. 
When the udder is dry and in good condition, feeding can be resumed. 
Tho plan suggested is a drastic one but drnstic action is required with 
many cows. The cow will probably show the effects of her limited feeding 
and this treotment must b:1 ended just as early as possible so that it may 
be overcome in good time. 
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Tlio feeding of the COW in preparation for freshening ia important. If 
she be on pasture the problem is greatly simplified for the pasture is 
palatable, nutritious and bas a desirable laxative effect. 
When the cows are not on pasture, any succulent feed is nearly india· 
pensable in providing the lo.xativeneBB so much needed. Boots or wet boot 
pulp are preferred to silage for the last week before freshening. The 
succulent feed should be supplemented with a legume hay if poBSiblo. The 
legume hay contains great amounts of protein and minerals, especially cal· 
eium. The protein is demanded for the tissues of the fetus and for ~ 
building the tissues of the cow. The need for minemls in building up the 
bony structures of the fetWI is apparent. .An ample supply of minerals 
for a dry cow also greatly prolongs and increases her subsequent production. 
Except in a few CRBCB1 when dry cows are in good flesh, grain must be 
furnished them in liberal amounts. ..\. good grain mixture for the early 
part of tho fitting period is 2 parts crarked com, 2 parts ground onts, 2 
parts bran and 1 part cracked soybeans. This mixture is satidactory for 
cows either on pasture or on winter feed and it may be wried to suit in· 
dividnal conditions. The amount of grain to feed mWit be left entirely 
to tho judgment of tho feeder. Plenty of grain ia desirable but over· 
feeding must be avoided. 
While corn is a desirable dairy feed in that it builds up a cow's flesh 
readily, is palatable and awilablo on nearly all farms, it tends to heat an 
animal and should bo omitted for a week before the calf is due. Oats are 
very desirable for the dry cow. Bran ia looked upon with great favor'. 
Its content of protein is high; it is a good source of minerals, especially 
phosphorus, and its laxative effect aids in keeping the. digestive tract in 
good physical condition. Cracked soybeaWI are high in their protein con· 
tent and arc quite laxative. Cottonseed meal should never be used for the 
cows that are about to freshen, for it tends to constipate them and may 
affect the calves unfavornbty. 
About a week before tho cow is duo her grain allowance l!bould bt~ re· 
duced for she is likely to go off feed easily. For a few feeds immediately 
before freshening, a wet mnsh consisting of equal parts of bran, oats and 
oilmeal ia very good. If the weather be cold tho usc of quite hot water 
for this mash is recommended. :Moi888C8 is especially desirable at this time. 
Every effort must be made to keep the cow's bowels loose for this tends 
to avoid tho danger of retained afterbirth and results in a better start 
on feed after freshening. The slightest tendency to constipation must 
be avoided. If tho feces be at all dry and firm, a dose of one quart of 
mw linseed oil or of castor oil, or a pound of epsom salts is a desirable 
safeguard. 
Exercise for the dey CO\V is esscntia1. If the cow is on pasture this 
exercise is provided. If she is in tlte barn site should be turned out fre-
quently. The plan of rcmo\ing the cow from the stanchion to a box stall 
as early as poBSible has everything to recommend it because of greater 
comfort and ease. 
THE FRESH OOW 
As soon as the cali' is born tlte cow should be given all the warm water 
she cares to drink. During Ute first day bran mashes, in addition to plenty 
of legume hay, make a suitable ration. Thereafter a mixture of bran, 
ground oats and cracked soybeans is excellent. As long as the cow's 
udder is congested, eom should be omitted. 
Two or three weeks should elapse before the cow is put on full feed. 
During this time she should not be fed so much that she will refuse any. 
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On tho fourth or fifth day after freshening, tho cow will usually be in 
condition to take 4 or 5 pounds of tho regular concentrate mixture used 
for the herd. Tho allowance may be increased 1 pound every two or three 
days until maximum milk production is reached. This is when tho milk 
yield ceases to increase as tho concentrates are increased. It will occur in 
three or four weeks. At tho time tho cow appears to be getting all the 
feed she will eat, it is well to reduce the allowance and keep her slightly 
hungry. She must not be starved, however, for she probably will be losing 
weight anyhow. Tho grain must be used to prevent a serious loss in weight. 
During all this time milk production should be watched carefully. Daily 
milk weights and care in allotting tho concentrates will prevent a great 
many difficulties that might othenvise occur. 
THE CALF AND GROWING HEIFER 
Circular 91 of tho Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station describes in 
detail tho methods to be used in feeding dairy calves and heifers. Raising 
the calves successfully constitutes a problem on a great many farms. The 
dairyman who sells whole milk is especially confronted with difficulties. 
The first cssE:ntial is to keep the eah·es healthy. This may be accomplished 
thru sanitary conditions in the bam and thru proper feeding. Tho calf 
that hss the correct amount of warm sweet whole milk for three or four 
weeks and this replaced by l!kimmilk for three or four months should thrive. 
Overfeeding calves is the most common cause of difficulty. 
When the calm are 2 to 3 weeks old. they will eat some grain. A mix· 
ture consisting of 3 parts by weight of cracked com, 3 parts ground oats, 
3 parts bran and 1 part crocked soybeans has proved successful. In fact 
some extreme modifications of this are just as desirable. Even shelled com 
alone or mixed with whole oats is endorsed by many dairymen. 
Whether or not young cah·es should receive alfalfa hay is a disputed 
question. Some say alfalfa ht\y will cau.'<O scouring. It has been known 
to do so. It may be used, however, unless the calves show some ill ettects. 
Alsiko and rEd clover have given good results as have timothy and oat 
hay. 
Practical feeders ditter as to tlto UllO of silage for calves. Most of 
them feed silage even to the very young calves. At times calves have been 
found to develop scours when silage was supplied. Tho fact remains, how· 
ever, that it is widely used and generally gives satisfaction. At the Iowa 
station, calves which received silage at six weeks of age were found to do 
better than those without si1age; they grew faster and tho eost of gains 
was lower. In using silage care must be exercised to exclude any frozen 
or spoiled el\unks and to clean the mangers of any refused portions. 
After calves arc weaned, their care depends somewhat upon whether 
they were bern in tho fall or in tho spring. In any event they should not 
be neglected. Between l\'Ct\ning time and first freshening, heifers arc often 
forced to rustle pretty largely for themselves. They are unproductive at 
this period and the temptation is to give them too little consideration. 
They must not be pampered and overfattened; neither must they be 
stunted. Plenty of roughage is tho first es!!Cntial for these growing heifers. 
If legume hay is supplied very little concentrates is needed. Tho use of 
abundant amounts of roughage of tho right kind is known to develop 
large, vigorous, strong heifers. At times some concentrates are desirable 
to keep the heifers in good order. Com and oats are excellent for this 
purpose. If tho ronglmgo is non·leguminous, a high protein concentrate 
wiJJ be noeesmry. 
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THE BULL 
Until bulls are 5 or 6 months old they may be kept with the heifer calves. 
Thereafter they should be separated to avoid annoyH.IIce to the heifers and 
to prevent accidental breeding. The feeding of yearling bulls should be 
about the same as for yearling heifers except that they may receive more 
grain, but not enough to fatten them excessively. The bulls must be kept 
in heolthy growing condition. For bulls in service, legume hay should 
comprise most of the rntion, Bulls will eat enormous quantities of hay. 
Silage must be used with care. Most dairymen feel from their own ex· 
pcricnces that more tJmn 12 to 15 pounds of silage daily may lead to 
sluggishness in breeding and may tend to induce sterility. It is entirely 
permissible to usc the same concentrato mixture for the bull as is used 
for the herd. The amount to usc is not l!ubject to any rule. It should 
be determined by the condition of the bull. 
MINERALS FOR DAIRY COWS 
The dairy cow has enormous demands for minerals in her ration. She 
not only requires them for her 0\m skeleton and other body activities, but 
sho must properly nourish tho fetus she carries. Milk production is an 
enormous drain upon the minerals supplied in the ration or stored in the 
cow's skeleton. · 
Many mineral substances are indispensable for animals, but moat ·of 
these are supplied in the ordinary rations that cows will receive and they 
nt'Cd no further consideration. Five, however, need attention. They are 
sodium, chlorine, iodine, phosphorus, calcium. 
SODIUl!rl AND CHLORINE. The reason all animals consume common 
salt is to get the sodium and chlorine of which salt consists. The need 
for salt is readily appreciated. A cow will eat from ¥.z to 2 ounecs daily 
depending upon her individiality, production and the other feeds she re-
ceives. The rule for salt feeding is to give all they will eat. It generally 
requires about * of an ounce daily per 1,000 pounds Jive weight to main· 
tain the body. Then the requirement is about ¥.z an ounco rulditional for 
each 20 pounds of milk. Salt consumption wries quite closely with the 
amount of milk produced. Dairymen, and especially those who are at· 
tempting to get higher records from their cows, believe that greater amounts 
of salt induce greater feed and water consumption and this leads to higher 
production, 
There are three commCin methods of salting cows, viz.: to haTe it before 
them all the time, to give them acceu to it at stated intervals and to mix 
it with the feed. For most h~rds the first method is desirable. E\·cn a 
better plan is to combine this method with the third one and mix 1 pound 
of salt with 100 pounds of concentrates, then let the cows have aeccss to 
extra salt at will. The ECOOnd plan is not satisfactory. 
The choico between common barrel flake salt, block BBlt and rock salt 
is of little significance.. For mixing with the grain flake salt or ground 
rock salt \Viii be used. For use in a box in the pasture or lot the flake 
salt is often wasted. Most farmers feel that cattle do not secure enough 
salt from tho block or rock. Experience shows that cows with block salt 
before them all the time will eat large quantities of flake salt if given 
an opportunity. This seems to indicate a craving for the additional fiake 
salt. 
l'LY SALT. Fly salt bas been widely advertised. The component of 
tho mixture that is said to repel the fties is sulfur. This fiy salt with the 
sulfur it contains is not very palntable but cows can be induced to eat it 
by mixing it with tho feed. Experience nt the College Dairy Fann shows 
that it docs not protect cows agninst the flies. Some men' have comp!ained 
that tho use of the fly sult caused a bad flavor in tho milk. 
. . . 
IODIZED SALT. Iodized salt is discussed in the next section under 
Iodine: 
IODINE. In certain nrcas of tho United Stntcs, goiter or "big neck" 
in calves is common. The cause of this is n. Jack of iodine in the water 
or feed of the pregnant mother. This Jack then gh·es rise to the enlarged 
thyroid gland which is the goitrous condition. Lack of iodine also causes 
goiter in other animals, espccinlly in lambs, nnd results in hairlessness in 
pigs" and foals. Iowa is not in tho severe goitre region of the United 
States but is classed as semi-goitrous. Very few cases of goitre have been 
observed in calves in this stntc. If nn iodine deficiency is suspected it 
can be readily corrected by the administration of iodine to tho pregnant 
dam. This may be easily accomplished thm tho use of potassium, sodium 
,or calcium iodide. The first one is more commonly used. Only very minute 
quantities of the iodide nrc nccc)cd. 
, To supply the iodide tho dairyman hn.s his choice of three methods. 
,;,one method is to add the iodide to the feed eaeh day. It takes only 1 
or 2 grains to be effective. If 1 ounce of potassium iodide is dissolved 
in 1 gallon of water, 1 tablespoon of the solution contains 2 grains of the 
iodide. This can be added daily or to save tfme, 10 to 14 grains may b~ 
added once a week. . 
Another scheme for supplying thu iodide is to mix it with a mineral 
mixture. The. use of .04 of a pound, or 15 or 20 grams, of potass:um 
iodide in 100 }Jounds of tbe mineral m1xture will gi\'e the dCI'ired result'! 
witb very little trouble. _ · . · . 
Or the iodide may be mixed with tbe salt in tbo same way as just sug· 
gestcd for tho mineral mixture. · 
When tho iodide is purchased it is possi)>Jc to have tho druggist weigh 
out a standard amount that would be mixed with each batch of salt or 
mineral mixture and this can be used as n guide for tho later mixings. 
COMMERCIAL IODIZED SALT. It is possible to purchase iodizetl 
salt that contains tbo proper amount of iodide. This salt is very expensive, 
however, and is no bettor than that wbieh tho dairyman can mix himself. 
PHOSPHORUS. Phosphorus is an indispensable mineral clement. It 
is not so likely to be deficient in dairy rations .as is calcium. Fig. 8 gives 
tho an10unt of calcium and phosphorus found m one ton of some common 
feeds. Wheat bran is the n1ost abundant source of this element, followed 
by cottonseed meal, gluten meal, linseed meal and erarkcd soybeans. It is 
believed that rations which consist of these feeds to the extent of 20 per· 
cent will supply the phosphorus demands of all except tho highest pro-
duchig cows. Legume bays and com and cats arc fair sources of phos· 
phorus, while tho non-legume l1ays are deficient. 
Some recent \Tork at the Minnesota station hn.s directed attention to a 
phosphorus deficiency that e:tists hi ccrtain areas of that state. Upon these 
areas tho cattle were found to be very unthrifty and emaciated. Their 
b~cding ability was greatly impaired, milk production was low and tho 
cows showed decidedly depraved appetites. This depraved appetite was 
tho first abnormality noted in tho cattle. They would ehew bones, wood, 
leather, manure and dirt The ill effects were found chiefly in the better 
milking cows. · 
Investigation rcvealcd that tho soil of tbeso areas in Minnesota was 
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Fig. 8. The ealelum and pb001phoru1 contained In 01111 ton of dllrerent fee.t.. The 
feedl are !lilted In order of their ealdum c:ontenL 
notably deficient in phosphoms. The crops grown there were likewise de-
ficient. The abnormalitiea in the cattle were corrected by t~e· uae of raw 
bone meal, a good source of phOBphorwr. 
Conditions similar to these in MinneBOta haTe been noted in W'U!COnain 
and other parta of the world. Similar areas of aueh pronounced mineral 
deficienciea in the soil in Iowa haw not been obeerTed. Undoubtedly most 
of the difticultiea with dairy cattle encountered in Iowa are not to be 
attributed to mineral defieieneiea but to a lack of sufticicnt feed or to the 
existence of infectious abortion. Neither of these shortcomings can be 
corrected by mineral feeding. 
CALOitJld. .Calcium is more likely to be deficient in dairy rations 
than ia any other mineral element. The chart, fig. 8, lbta some common 
feeds on a basis of the calcium contained in one ton. The apparent faet 
from this chart is the abundance of calcium in legume hays, ita lack in 
non·legumea and in oom and oats. 
Dairy cows haTe been bred and selected for enormoWI milk production. 
Apparently their ability to utilize minerals from the feeds has not kept 
pace with their improTement in production. It is not unuaual for the better 
producing cows, eTen when well fed, to abow symptoms that are attributed 
to a lack of calcium. Poor rations often result in identical symptoms with 
''ery low producers. · 
It has beP.n obaerTed that cows often show depraTed appetites. This 
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may be due either to phosphorus or calcium deficiencies. Also the better 
producers, as lactation advances, become poor in condition and cannot be 
built up. They often show a tendency to weak, crooked rear legs that 
cause difficulty in rising and standing. In some cases the cows become 
irregular in breeding and sterile. 
The Wisconsin station found that cows which received timothy hay 
grown on acid soils and a grain mixture of corn, bran and oil meal were 
abnormal in breeding and reduced in their milk flow. Such cows often 
aborted their calves or dropped weak calves that soon died or were rais~Jd 
with difficulty. This nutritional abortion was avoided by the use of 3 per· 
cent marl-a high grade calcium carrier-in the grain. Limestone has been 
found to have the samo property of correcting a calcium deficiency. 
These abortions were caused by a lack of sufficient calcium to develop 
a fetus properly. When infectious abortion exists in a herd, mineral supple· 
ments will not cure it. 
MEETING THE MINERAL PROBLEM 
Tho experience of many dairymen is that cows may suffer from a laclt 
of phosphorus or calcium in their rations. While the use of mineral supple· 
ments has proved very b~neficial with poultry, hogs and steers, the same 
degree of favorable results has not been secured with dairy cows. Extreme 
deficiencies have been corrected with phosphorus or calcium compounds, 
but some investigators belie\·o that cows of moderate production that are 
being fairly well fed will show no impro¥ement in health nor production 
thru tho use of these elements. NeverthelesS', their use will not prove harm· 
ful and may be beneficial. Every evidence points toward the fact that 
legume hays reduce the likelihood of a calcium deficiency. Probably their 
use with cows producing less than 30 pounds of milk daily will meet the 
calcium demands. Corn and oats, and especially bran, and the high protein 
concentrates will supply the phosphorus needs of such cows. Supplemental 
mixtures may be required for higher producers and they will do no harm 
with the lower producers. 
It is admitted that it is impossible to pre\"ent some mineral losses with 
liberal milking cows. The only method of meeting this problem is to give 
these cows a rest before freshening to recoup their depleted stores and to 
build up for the next lactation. If the dry period occurs in summer, the 
ability of the cow to assimilate the minerals of the ration is greater. Pasture 
grass carries vitamin D. This vitllmin enables cows to assimilate the mineral 
elements. The value of codliver oil lies largely in its content of vitamin D. 
Also tho rays of the sun have the same influence. If a dry cow on pasture 
also receives supplemental minerals, she is presented every opportunity of a 
plentiful supply as well as ideal conditions for assimilation. , 
If under good management and when recehing abundant feeds of tho 
right sort, tho cows still fail to do as well as expected, or become unthrifty 
or show depra\"Cd appetites, the dairyman is justified in expecting mineral 
supplements to be of some mlue. 
Mineral Supplements 
It is not necessary to purchase a high price complex commercial mineral 
mixture. More simple mixtures are generally available and if their price 
is not too great, they nrc recommended. Also, a dairyman cnn secure his 
own ingredients and feed them alone or in mixtures as the case may de-
miUld. 
RAW BONE MEAL. .This product is available from the packing 
houses as raw bone meal for feeding purposes. It is an entirely safe sub-
stance and supplies both ealcium and phosphorus. At this statio~ cows 
showed a. preference for the raw bone meal when they were given an op· 
portunity of choosing from six different mineral supplements. They con· 
sumed .42 of an ounce daily: 
STEAMED BONE MEAL. Steamed bone meal is also a packing house 
byproduct that supplies ealcium and phosphorus. Some of this steamed 
bone meal is a low grade product designed chiedy for fertilizer. It has a 
very obnoxious odor. While some men say that the odor makes it un· 
palatable for cows, at this station cows showed especial favor for the 
odoriferous product and consumed 0.34 of an ounce per head daily. 
SPECIAL STEAMED BONE MEAL. Special steamed bone meal fs 
especially refined for livestock feeding. It possesses no odor but in the 
trials just referred to the cows ate only 0.04 of an ounce per day, or one-
eighth as much as of the steamed bone meal. 
BONE BLACK. Bone black is secured from su~r and oil refineries. 
These establishments use the bone black for decolorizmg purposes but after 
its value for these purposes is exhausted, it is offered for cheap sale. 
The bone black is a source of ealeium and phosphorus. Cattle will not 
eat it unless it is mixed with other materials. 
WOOD ASHES. Wood ashes have been used with success as a source 
of calcium. They contain various other elements including small amounts 
of phosphorus. It appears that they wonld better be used along with other 
mineral supplements. 
LIMESTONE. Limestone is a source of calcium. The high grade 
limestone is preferred. Sometimes limestone which may be satisfactory 
for use on the soil contains too much magnesium earbonate for livestock 
feeding. Limestone is not palatable to cows and it must be mixed in the 
feed or preferably with the salt. · 
All of these mineral supplements which the cows will eat may be fed 
alone in a box in the pasture or lot. Or they, as well as those which cows 
would refuse, may be mixed with salt or with the feed. For mixing with 
the feed, 2 or 3 pounds of the bone meal or 4 or 5 pounds of the bone 
black, wood ashes or limestone may be added to 100 pounds of the con• 
eentrates. Mixing the supplements with salt generally works out best in 
practice. If they arc mixed with the grain some cows may not receive grain 
at certain seasons and these cows have to depend upon some other scheme 
for getting the supplements. 
SOME HOMEMADE .MIXTURES 
The use of the bone meals usually will prove most satisfactory. To 
seenrc ample consumption a mixture with salt is desirable. Such a mix· 
turc may consist of 2 parts bone meal and 1 part !!alt. 
The bone meals are fairly expensire and bono black can take their place. 
A mixture of 1 part bone meal, 1 part bone black and 1 part salt, or of 
2 parts bone black and 1 part salt will give satisfaction. Under certain 
conditions where cows are receiving relatively more grain than they are 
legume hay, very little additional phosphorus will be needed. Here, tho 
bone meals, earrying both phosphorus and calcium, can be replaced in whole 
or in part with calcium carriers such as limestone or wood ashes. · 
A mixture which will supply some phosphorus and considerable calcium 
may be made of 1 part bone meal or bone blaek1 1 part limestone or wood 
ashes and 1 part salt. When limestone is readily available and tho bono 
meals arc not so convenient, a mixture of 3 parts limestone and 1 part 
salt may be used. 
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To all of these Blixturea some iodide may be added as previously aug· 
gested. 
SOME THINGS MINERALS WILL NOT DO 
The entire mineral problem has been greatly exploited by some commercial 
salesmen until dairymen have been led to expect miraculous results from 
the use of some of the products. 
Minerals will not cure infectious abortion. It must bo recognized that 
a cow may be so starved for calcium and phosphorus as to abort her calf. 
Mineral supplements would eorreet .this but such cases are very rare in 
Iowa. At least they have not been noted and attributed to this cause. 
Tho u8o of minerals will not help improve the vigor and production of 
a cow that is not getting enough feed. Plenty of com and oats, even with 
their limitations, is a greater need in Iowa than any mineral substance yet 
discovered. · 
FEEDING FOR A mGHER BUTTERFAT TEST 
For many years dairymen and investigators have considered seriously 
the po81!ibility of increasing the butterfat test in cow's milk by the use 
of certain feeds. Various feeds have been suggested as possessed of the 
property to induce this increase. 
It must be understood that a cow has an inherent characteristic :for a 
certain percentage of butterfat in her milk. No feeds have yet been dis· 
covered that can permanently aft'eet this percentage without inducing other 
physiological changes that may be undesirable. 
It is po81!ible to exert a temporary inftuence upon the test of cow's milk. 
One scheme that is entirely proper and is employed by all good dairymen, 
at least indirectly, is tho one brought about by phYI!iological underfeeding. 
Defore a cow freshens she should be put in quite high body condition. The 
reasons for this have been given previously. During the time for a few 
weeks after freshening when a good cow is undergoing the usual 1081! of 
body weight, she is receiving less feed than is required for the milk she 
is producing. This condition is known as "PhYiliological underfeeding." 
In this situation a cow's milk tests unusually high. It is not unusual for 
the butterfat test to be twice as high for some milkings during this time 
as it normally is. Men who feed cows for seven·day records take advantage 
of this period for securing a high test. 
This is the only time known when liberal feeding aft'ects the test and 
in this C888 it is an indirect effect. Tho liberal feeding is practiced at one 
time and tho effect manifests itself from one week to two months later. 
Another scheme for increasing the fat test is to use certain feeds. How· 
ever, no feed has been found that will invariably exert tllis effect nor in· 
dnce an increase for more than two or three days. Flax meal, or ground 
finx, is thought of first in this connection. It contains a large percentage 
of fat, or oil-about 30 percent. Its use generally results in an increased 
test which will continuo for two or three days. The milk yield may not 
bo effected. Sometimes the test will be decreased. Peanuts, I!Unflower seed 
and soybeans have a similar effect. The oil from these seeds when fed to 
cows may also bring about a change for a short time. 
Several high protein feeds such as cottonseed meal have been studied 
with a view to determining their p08Sible inftuence in this direction. Ex-
perience shows that they cannot be relied upon. Their usc in excessive 
amounts will result, especially with cottonJ!!i!Od meal, in physiological dis· 
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turbances that are abnormal. Yost all abnormal, diseased or feverish eon• 
ditions cause a higher testing milk, but the milk fiow usually decreases. 
Then the total yield of fat may remain unchanged and there remains no 
object in attempting such a scheme. 
WATER 
Studies at the Iowa Agricultuml Experiment Station show that cows 
require about 4 pounds of drinking water for every pound of milk they 
produce. This is in addition to the water contained in the pasture, silage 
and other feeds. Most ·good dairymen make every effort to Induce a large 
water consumption. The essentials in supplying water are that it shall be 
abundant, fresh and pure. 
The use of individual drinking cups attains this end more effectively 
than any other method. A continuous cement manger is used in some herds. 
This scheme entails a great deal of labor .and some risk of communicating 
disease. Turning cows out to a tank twice a day gives them exercise. The 
unfortunate feature about this is the crowding at the tank and the failure 
of some cows to get enough water. Also the water· may not be sutlleiently 
heated and the tank may be so exposed to the weather as to keep the cows 
from drinking enough. Again when cows are turned out of a fairly warm, 
poorly ventilated bam, they are particularly BUSCeptible to chill. However, 
the method of watering is of little significance provided the method that 
is used is effective in meeting the needs of the cow. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DAIRY FEEDING 
OB.DEB OF l".EEDING 
The order of feeding is not so important as regularity. If. a c!crtain 
procedure at feeding and milking time is nsnally employed, this same pro· 
cedure should ahvays be used. Cows become aceustomed to a routine. Dis· 
turbances in this routine react unfavorably upon them. Generally the 
grain is fed at milking time. This is thought to stimulate a larger flow 
of milk. Also most dairymen prefer to feed the grain on the llilage or 
mixed with it. From a nutritional standpoint this is excellent practice. It 
does nsnally mean that the silage is given the cows before the milking 
starts. Some men insist that the feeding of the 11ilage fills the bam with 
odors that taint the milk but in most easel! this objection is not valid. A 
few succulent feeds such as mtabagas and rape will taint the milk. They 
should be fed after milking. Rape -pasture or pasture with wild onions, 
garlic or ragweed also give the milk an offensive ftaror. In these latter 
eases cows must be taken oft' tho pasture two or three hours before milk· 
ing time. 
It is preferable for bay to be fed last and after the milking is done. This 
prevents contamination of the milk with dust. It also gives the cows time 
to eat their hay deliberately. They will then conaume more of it. There 
is no particular objection in feeding all the bay at one feed and all the 
silage at another, but to divide these feeds and feed one-half at each milk· 
ing is preferable. 
METHOD OF ~DING 
Tho concentrates should be mixed in bulk and stored in a bin convenient 
for feeding. A eart or OVC!rbead carrier ean then be used down in front 
of the mangers as shown on the cover page. If tho herd is small and one 
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F1g. 9. The dairyman should have his own mill. This shows an Iowa dairyman 
trrlndlng hla ~m and oats. To theae he Ia ready t.o add the other eoncentratea that 
Ina)' bo neceaaaey. 
man feeds all the time, this man will know how much grain to give each 
cow. In other cases, cards over tho stanchions should show in pounds how 
much grain each cow needs necording to her production. A marked feed 
pail with lines for · 2, 4, 6 or 8 pounds makes for· care and accuracy. 
For silage feeding a cart or carrier should be provided. The plan of 
ca~rying silage in a basket is burdensome, tho sometimes necessary. While 
the cows should have all the silage they will eat, it is well to weigh it 
occa5ionnlly to ·dctcnnine about how much is being fed. · · 
Hay chutes should be convenient. If ihc bam is arranged so that the 
hay may be pushed instead of carried the feeding is easier. There is little 
choice between baled hay and loose hay in case of handling. Baled hay 
has soinc advantages. Howe\"Cr1 the flakes of baled hay must be shaken 
out before being put into tho manger. This requires some time and is 
often nt'glccied. .Then the cows grab . the bunches and often throw. them 
out of t~e manger. 
As with silage, tho cows should have all the hay they want. However, 
occasionally weighing hay to detennine how much is being fed each cow 
is desirable. An accurate check on hay weights is difficult but if 11. certain 
sized fork full is put into a sack and weighed, a good guide is established. 
PREPARATION OF FEEDS 
To justify the preparation or treatment of feed by any process, the feed 
must be improved sufficiently to compensate for the cost of the treatment. 
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The· different processes are designed--to ·increase the. digestibility ·of the 
feed, or to increase its palatability, or to reduce it to.sueh a condition aa 
will allow the mixing of a less palatable feed with a more palatable one 
80 that the fernier will be enten by the animals. 
GRINDING GRAIN. The grinding of grain is practiced in tho belief 
that ground grains arc more effectively digested by animal& This is es-
pecially true when grains are 80 small and hard that they arc not completely 
masticated. While advantages of grinding com and oats for dairy cows 
are not 80 great as is often supposed, these ground grains are probably 10 
percent more valuable than the shelled com or whole oats. Best practice 
demands that ~rains should be ground for dairy .cows. Yet there is no 
object in grindmg if the cost of the process if greater than tho increased 
value that accrues. The dairyman who is equipped to do hit! own grinding 
is fortunnte. Those who haul com and oats to a mill and hack and then 
pay 15 to 20 cents a hundred for grinding, may not find the practice profit· 
able. 
One reason for grinding grains is to allow of a more complete and 
uniform mixture. Shelled Mm, whole oats and any high protein feed after 
mixing will separate out on handling and the mixture will not be so 811.titl-
fatcory. · 
A common mistake is that too fine grinding is often demanded. Reduc-
ing com or oats almost to flour does insure that more weed seeds will be 
destroyed and makes a nice appearing feed. However, this fine grinding 
d~ not incrcnsc the value of the feed; it may even decrease it and the 
cost is much greater. . . . 
. Crushing or rolling is preferred to grinding for some grains, such aa 
barley •. However, facilities for crushing or rolling are often not available. 
GRINDING ROUGHAGES. A consideration of the question of grind· 
ing roughages for dairy cattle resolves itself into two phases. The first 
involves the grinding of good quality hay; the second involves the grind· 
ing of poor bay and of coarse material! such as com stover. The first of 
these may be disposed of briefly. Good quality hay is palatable; it needs 
no treatment to induce cows to cat it. Furthermore, the grinding of hay 
does not increase its digestibility. In a trial at this station it was found 
that ground alfalfa bay was less readily eaten by cows than waa whole 
hay. Also the ground hay proved detrimental to the health of the cows 
and to their milk production. Grinding a good quality of hay is unwise. 
Evidence about the grintling of poor quality hay and other coarse rough-
age is not so definite. Some hays may have lost considerable portions of 
their leaves and consist largely of stems. Cows will refuse these stems. 
Grinding the hay will result in its entire consumption. The same may be 
said of the stalks in com stover and com fodder. A question arises, how· 
ever, as to how serious it is to lose these stems and stalks. Obviously they 
are coarse fibrous materials with little food value. Unless their increased 
value is great· enough to compensate for the cost of grinding them there 
is no merit in the process. The frequent intimation that the grinding of 
com fodder will supplant the need for silage in the dairy ration is not 
substantiated by facts. 
CUTTING OR CHAFFING ROUGHAGE. A great deal of the argu· 
ment advanced for grinding roughage is that cows are induced to eat it 
all. The proper cutting or chaffing into short lengths will attain this end 
at far less cost. This plan has met with favor with some dairymen. They 
do the cutting with such feeds as soybean hay that is likely to be coarse. 
As in tho case of grinding, it is not proved that the utilization of the coarse 
stems is sufficiently advantageous to justify the cost. Any of these pro-
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ee!!8Cll has an advantage in that it makes ·for greater case- and convenience 
in handling. 
THE PREDIGESTION OF FEEDS. Much interest has centered re· 
cently in schemes for treating feeds, cspccia1ly roughages, with certain 
substances that arc said to increase the utilization of the nutrients. Some 
enthusiasts claim that with tho use of suitable enzyme preparations, tho 
fiber in roughages may be predigested so that it "i11 be of enormous value 
to cows. Tho processel! consist of applying to the feeds some of these 
enzymes or "starters." Then n high temperature is maintained for the 
enzymes to net and tho fecd comes out ns a wet succulent mBI!s. Some 
work at this station showed tl1at the process was largely a nuisance with 
considerable expense. The resultant feed was not especially palatable and 
was of no more value than untreated feeds. 
BALANCING RATIONS 
The importance of a proper balance between the nutrients of a ration 
has been ernphosizcd previously. The nutrients in\•olved in balancing a 
ration nrc the proteins, or especial tissue building nutrients, and the car-
bohydrates and fats, or energy forming nutrients. The last two terms are 
grouped together because they serve identical functions. The grouping 
gives rise to the term carbohydrate equivalent. 
CARBOHYDRATE EQUIVALENT is the sum of the digestible car-
bohydrates plus 2%· times the digestible fats. When the digestible carbo-
.llydrate equivalent supplied in a ration or in one feed is divided by the 
.digestible protein, the nutritive ratio, as defined on page 34, is obtained. 
~he nutritive ratio is the meBI!ure of the balance which exists between the 
nutrients. 
Natura1ly, dairymen do not spend the time that would be required in 
balancing a ration for each cow in their herds. They do not need to for 
tho rules for feeding, such as are given on page 3i, provide rations that 
arc sufficiently well balanced. HO\'I"ever, it is of value for a dairyman to 
select a hpical cow from his herd and balance a ration for her, or have 
someone who is familiar with tho procedure do it for him. Then from what 
he learns of this cow's requirements and his ability in supplying them he 
can feed the other cows their proportional amounts. 
The ealculntion of a balanced ration is a somewhat laborious process. 
TABLE IV. DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS REQUIRED FOR BODY MAINTENANCE 
AND MILK PRODUCl'ION. 
(Adapted from the Morrlaon Feeding Standard) 
For body maln~nc:e of 1000-lb. Dlaeatlble Protein EQuivalent I I DI~~Utlbie CarbOh;drata ~v- pounds pounds 
---...,....---------' .700 7.225 
To maintenance requirement add: 
For eaeh lb. o( 2.5 perc:ent milk 
•• •• 3.0 •• •• 
3.5 .,. 
<1.0 
4.5 
G.G 
5.5 
11.0 
G.6 
7.0 
.049 
.0112 
.055 
.OGO 
.063 
.OG7 
.071 
.074 
.079 
.082 
.207 
.234 
.281 
.286 
.313 
.3S5 
.351 
.380 
.40S 
.ua 
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The steps involved in doing this are explained here in their order. A 1,200· 
pound cow giving 30 pounds of 3.5 percent milk is selected 88 an example. 
1. Determine the welght of the cow, her daily mllk production and 
her butterfat test. We have assumed a set of conditions in tho pre· 
ceding sentence. In a herd, stock scales or an estimate will bo used for 
the live weight. Milk scales and a Babcock tester are the only sources 
which will yield the remaining necessary information. 
2. Determine the nutrients required to maintain her body. This in· 
formation is furnished in table IV. This table is called a feeding stan· 
dard. It is made up from the l'>Iorrison Feeding Standard 88 proposed 
in Feeds and Feeding, 19th edition, by ¥cmy and l'>Iorrison. 
Some changes from the l'>lorrison Feeding Standard are incorporated in 
the table. For instance, in the Morrison Feeding Standard figures are given 
for the minimum amount of digestible protein a cow ehould have daily, 
together with figures for the maximum amount. An average of these ex· 
tremes is the figure used in table IV for expres.~ing tho needed digestible 
protein a cow should have daily. Also in the Morrison Feeding Standard 
minimum and maximum figures are given for the amounts of total digestible 
nutrients needed. In table IV a figure representing the maximum is used. 
Instead of using the term, "total digestible nutrients," tho term "digestible 
carbohydrate equivalent" is used. Total digestible nutrients include tho 
digestible carbohydrate equh'Blent and the digestible protein. Either term 
may be calculated from tho other by adding or subtracting, 88 the ease 
may bo, tho amount of digestible protein. 
Table IV ehows that a 1,000-pound cow requires 0.7 pound of digestible 
protein and 7.225 pounds of digestible carbohydrate equivalent daily to 
maintain her body. But in this ease we have 88Sumed the cow weighs 1,200 
pounds. For a 1,200-pound cow, more than 0.7 pound digestible protein 
and 7.225 pounds of digestible carbobydmte eqnivalent are required. The 
proportional figures arc twelve-tenths of 0.7 pounds and of 7.225 pounds. 
This gives a maintenance requirement for a 1,200-pound cow of 0.84 pounds 
of digestible protein and 8.67 pounds of digestible carbohydrate equivalent. 
These ligures for maintenance will be 11et down. 
3. Determine the nutrients she requires daily for production. This 
information is also found in table IV. In tho fin!t column of the table 
read down until you come to the :figure 3.5, representing tho test of this 
cow's milk. Then reading across, it is found that for 1 pound of 3.5 per· 
cent milk there arc required 0.055 pounds of digestible protein and 0.261 
pound of digestible carbohydrate equivalent. By multiplying, 30 pounds 
of 3.5 percent milk arc found to require 1.65 pound of digestible protein 
and 7.83 pounds of digestible earbohydmte equivalent. These figures are 
then set down under those for the maintenance requirements as follows: 
For maintenance 
For production ----
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
.84 
1.65 
Digestible 
Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds 
8.67 
7.83 
Total daily requirements 2.49 16.50 
4. Detennlne the amounts of the roughages the cow should have daily. 
This is done by applying the rules given on page 37. They indicate that 
abe will cat l2 pounds of alfalfa hay and 36 pounds of com silage. 
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TABLE V. PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF SOME COMMON FEEDS. 
(From the extensive bbles In "Feeds and Feeding," 19th Edition, 
by Henry and Morrison.) 
Dlgeotible 
~ .. 
.5 ~.§ .8~ Feeds l!!! ~ s= .. s .. 3~! 'l:lO ,8'S ~ ~~ ~~ ~'?. .. -5 t:'" fl e~ o.c r: ·< ~':!'! . .o 
Dry Roughagea ---
Alfalfa hay 10.6 41.0 39.0 0.9 8.6 91.4 28.3 14.9 Clover and tJmothy hay 4.0 42.2 39.7 1.1 6.1 87.8 29.9 8.6 Corn fodder 3.0 60.7 47.3 1.6 6.Q 81.7 22.0 6.7 Corn stover 2.1 44.0 42.4 0.7 6.6 81.0 27.7 6.7 Millet hay 5.0 60.1 46.0 1.8 6.3 86.7 24.0 8.3 Oat hay 4.6 41.9 38.1 1.7 6.8 88.0 28.3 8.4 Oat straw 1.0 44.6 42.6 0.9 6.4 88.6 36.3 3.6 Prairie hay 4.0 43.9 41.4 1.1 7.7 93.6 30.5 8.0 Red clover hay 7.6 43.4 39.8 1.8 7.1 87.1 25.5 '12.8 Soybean hay 11.7 41.9 89.2 1.2 8.6 91.4 24.9 16.0 Sudan grass hay 3.7 47.7 45.7 0.9 7.0 88.4 26.9 8.2 Sweet clover hay 10.9 39.8 38.2 0.7 7.2 91.4 27.4 14.6 Swl!<'t corn fodder 6.9 50.5 47.6 1.3 9.0 87.7 26.4 9.2 Timothy hay 3.0 45.6 42.8 1.2 4.9 88.4 29.8 6.2 Wheat straw 0.7 36.2 36.1 0.5 6.2 91.6 37.4 3.1 Su«alent Roughage. 
Atratra 3.3 11.8 10.4 0.4 2.4 25.3 7.0 4.5 Becls, sugar 1.2 12.8 12.6 0.1 1.1 16.4 1.0 1.6 Beet pulp, wet 0.5 7.0 6.5 0.2 0.4 9.3 2.1 0.9 Bluegrass 2.0 22.1 20.7 0.6 2.5 45.3 16.0 3.2 Corn 1.0 14.6 13.7 0.4 1.2 23.1 6.6 1.9 Corn, cannery refuse 0.1 5.1 4.9 0.1 0.9 16.72 6.0 1.3 Corn, sweet 0.8 6.6 6.1 0.2 1.0 10.0 2.5 1.9 Corn, silage 1.1 16.6 16.0 0.7 1.7 26.3 6.3 2.1 Mangels 0.8 6.6 6.4 0.1 1.0 9.4 0.8 1.4 Pumpkins 1.1 5.6 4.5 0.5 0.9 8.3 1.3 1.4 Rutabagas 1.0 8.4 7.7 0.3 1.0 10.9 1.4 1.2 Soybeans 3.2 11.3 10.2 0.5 2.4 23.6 6.3 4.1 Stover silage (field cured) 0.6 11.6 lo.7 0.4 1.3 20.6 6.8 1.5 Sudan grass 0.8 12.7 11.8 0.4 1.6 22.5 7.6 1.8 Sugar beet tops 1.7 5.6 6.4 0.1 2.0 11.4 1.2 2.6 Sweet clover 3.3 11.0 10.3 0.3 2.1 24.4 7.0 4.4 Turnips 1.0 6.6 6.0 0.2 0.9 9.6 1.1 1.4 Coneentratea 
Barley, ground 9.0 70.4 66.8 1.6 2.7 90.7 4.6 11.5 Beet pulp, dried 4.6 67.0 65.2 0.8 3.6 91.8 18.9 8.9 Buckwheat middlings 24.6 62.0 38.3 6.1 4.8 88.0 4.8 28.3 Cane molaases 1.0 68.6 68.6 
-··· 
6.1 74.3 
-·-
3.2 Corn·and-eob meal 6.1 72.0 G3.7 3.7 1.6 89.6 7.9 8.6 Corn, eraeked 7.6 78.2 67.8 <1.6 1.6 89.6 2.0 10.1 Corn, sort 5.5 61.2 53.3 3.6 1.0 6!1.4 1.2 7.4 Cocoanut meal (N. P.) 19.9 51.0 U.2 3.0 6.0 90.0 11.0 22.1 Cottonseed feed 1(.2 43.5 30.7 6.7 <1.9 91.7 21.4 24.5 
Cottonseed meal, choice 37.0 <11.2 21.8 8.6 6.2 92.6 8.1 44.1 Cottonseed mcnl, prime 33.4 42.1 24.3 7.9 6.6 92.2 10.1 39.8 Cottonseed meal, llOod 31.6 43.2 25.6 7.8 6.4 92.1 11.5 37.6 Germ oil meat 16.5 66.0 42.6 10.4 2.7 91.1 9.0 22.6 Gluten feed 21.6 59.1 61.9 3.2 2.1 91.3 7.1 26.4 Gluten meal 37.7 42.8 36.7 2.7 1.3 90.6 3.1 <1<1.4 IJn•eed meal, 0. P. 30.2 47.7 32.6 6.7 6.4 90.9 8.4 33.9 IJnseed meal, N. P. 31.7 44.2 37.9 2.8 5.6 90.4 8.7 36.9 Oat feed 4.1 39.2 36.6 1.6 6.2 93.5 27.4 5.6 Oats, ground 9.7 60.7 62.1 3.8 3.6 90.8 10.9 12.4 Soybtans, Cl'lleked 33.2 60.9 24.7 16.1 5.3 90.1 4.3 36.6 Soybean ollmeal 39.7 44.8 34.7 4.5 4.9 89.6 5.3 43.2 Whe2t 9.2 70.9 67.6 1.5 1.9 89.8 2.2 12.4 Wheat. bran 12.5 48.~ 41.6 3.0 6.3 89.9 9.6 16.0 Wheat. shorts 13.4 55.9 .(6.2 4.3 4.4 89.5 6.0 17.4 Mixture I, page 39 11.3 68.4 56.0 5.6 2.8 90.1 6.2 ' 1U Mixture II, pa,: 39 15.3 67.0 60.3 7.4 3.3 90.1 5.9 18.1 Mixture Ill, ge 39 16.8 66.7 48.2 8.2 :u 90.1 6.7 19.7 
• This column Is for 1UIO In comlJIU'Ing 101ne feeds that are offered for 1111le. It Is 
not to be uscl In balancllllt rations. 
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5. Determine the amounts of nutrients fnrnished by the alfalfa bay 
and com silage. Table V shows that in 100 pounds of alfalfa hay there 
are 10.6 pounds of digestible protein and 41.0 pounds of digestible .car· 
bohydrate equivalent. By calculation, it is found that 12 pounds contain 
1.27 pounds of digestible protein and 4.92 pounds of digestible carbohydrate 
equivalent. Similarly, 36 pounds of com silage is found to contain 0.40 
pound of digestible protein and 5.98 pounds of digestible carbohydrate 
equivalent. These figures are then set down to indicate the nutrients fur· 
nished by the roughages. 
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
12 pounds alfalfa hay ............ 1.27 
36 pounds com sile.ge ... _....... .40 
Digestible 
Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds 
4.92 
5.98 
Nutrients in roughages -- 1.67' 10.90 
6. Determine the amounts of nutrients that must be supplied by the 
concentrates. 
This is accomplished, as follows, by subtro.cting from the total daily re· 
quirements the nutrients in the roughages. 
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
Total daily requirements ..•.•.•. 2.49 
Nutrients in roughages_......... 1.6i 
Digestible 
Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds 
16.50 
10.90 
Needed in concentrates .... . .82 5.60 
This leaves O.S2.pounds of digestible protein and 5.60 pounds of digestible 
carbohydrate equivalent that must bo supplied in tho concentrates. 
7. Determine the amounts of concentrates the cow should have daUy. 
This will be an estimation and may have to be altered. The rules on page 
37 state that Holsteins should have about 1 pound of grain for each 2~ 
to 3~ pounds of milk. We may presume that this cow will need about 
9 pounds of grain. Tho grain mixture suggested for legume hay and silage 
on page 39 indicates that about one-ninth of the concentrates should be a 
high protein feed. Tho rest will be equal parts of cracked com and oats. 
For a trial we shall select 4 pounds of cracked com, 4 pounds of ground 
oats and 1 pound of cracked soybeans as likely to meet the needs. 
s. Determine the ,amounts of nutrients fnrnisb.ed by these amounts 
of concentrates. The use of table V as in the case of the roughages an1l 
then the proper calculations gives the following o.s.the amounts of nutrients 
furnished by these concentrates. 
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
4 pounds cracked corn ---- .30 
4 pounds ground oats --- .39 
1 pound cracked soybeans - .33 
1.02 
Digestible 
Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds 
3.13 
2.43 
.61 
6.17 
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AJ?parently this amount· of concentrates is more than the cow needs. It 
fumtshes 1.02 pounds of digestible protein while she needs only .82 pound 
from the concentrates; it furnishes 6.17 pounds of digestible carbohydrate 
equivalent while she needs only 5.60 pounds. . 
The best way of reducing this oversupply of nutrients would be to use 
only one-half pound of cracked soybeans instead of one pound. In this 
ease the concentrate mixture becomes 
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
4 pounds cracked com ----.. ··- .30 
4 pounds ground oats .............. .39 
lh pound eraeked soybeans ........ .17 
.86 
Digestible 
· Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds 
3.13 
2.43 
.30 
5.86 
This mixture supplies 0.04 pound more digestible protein than is called 
for. · This supply is close enough to the requirements to·. be entirely sa tis· 
factory. In fact, if the amount of digestible protein furnished in a ration 
is within 0.2 of a pound of the requirement for this nutrient, the ration 
is aeeepted as sntisfncitory. Tho supply of digestible carbohydrate equivalent 
in this mixture is 0.26 pound in excess. This variation is not serious es-
pecially in so far as it is an excess. If the amount of digestible carbo-
hydrate equivalent furnished is within 1.0 pound of that required, the ration 
will not be considered defective. When an attempt to select feeds does 
not come within these limits for variation it is necessary to make changes. 
With a littlo practice these changes ean he readily made by adding, with· 
drawing or substituting one-half pound or one pound of the feeds that may 
he used. Above all things a balanced ration must be practical. The entire 
ration now stands a8 follows: 
Digestible 
Protein 
pounds 
12 pounds alfalfa. bay ............ 1.27 
36 pounds com silage ---·-- .40 
4 pounds cracked com .......... .30 
4 pounds ground oats ---- .39 
¥, pound cracked soybeans .... .17 
Total nutrients in ration 2.53 
Nutrients required by the 
cow -··-----·- 2.49 
Digestible 
Carbohydrate 
Equivalent 
pounds·· 
4.92 
5.98 
3.13 
2.43 
.30 
16.76 
16.50 
This ration has a nutritive ratio of 1:6.6. It coincides very closely with 
tho rules for feeding as given on page 37. Furthermore, it possesses all the 
desirable characteristics of a dairy ration. It is economical and palatable; 
it possesses variety for it contains five feeds and these are from four dif. 
ferent :r.tants. Consisting of nearly one-half ground oats in tho coneen· 
trates, 1t is suftlciently bulky; the silage adds succulence; it is properly 
balanced; it would have a desirable laxative effect upon tho cow and it 
contains no feeds that wonld cause criticism of tho milk. 
This ration could well serve as a guide in feeding an entire herd, tho 
cows all receiving quantities of the roughages as determined by their in· 
dividual capacities for roughage consumption. Tho amount of grain would 
be changed to suit the production and condition of each cow. 
